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G Chancellor
eaks to senate
ANIE CARROLL
begins taking steps to
Eastern's productivity,
Governor's Chancellor
Layzell said Tuesday the
ould have to think first
t it is, what it does well
its students need.
II spoke at the Faculty
meeting concerning the
Board of Higher Edu-

mission is to provide "a comprehensive undergraduate program.••
But Layzell, while agreeing with
this statement, said higher education is us ually seen as mostly
graduate work and research.
Problems concerning productivity and receiving more state
funding may occur because of
Eastern 's growth in enrollment,
Layzell said.
"Eastern just doesn't have the
perk to say to legislatures, ' Hey.
we'll take our football team to the
Rose Bowl if you give us more
money,"' Layzell said. "You've
got to find a better way to convey
to legislatures that you are a fine
university. And you are a fine
university."
Layzell said the BOG has
pressed the state for more money
in order to try to keep tuition and
fees as low as possible.
At one point, Marlow asked
whether more money would be
coming to Eastern from the state.
LayzeU told the senate the state is
unlikely to eannark a significant
amount of additional funds.
Layzell added thac the faculty
should not be too concerned
about the proposed program cuts
on the IBHE's seven-year review.
Recommendations will be
made in October concerning
bachelor's degree programs in
German, technology and AfroAmerican studies and master's
degree programs in business
administration, botany and information services and technology.
Those recommendations could
include program changes or calls
for their elimination.
"I am confident that if you
make credible cases, the programs will be supported by
IBHE," Layzell said. " There will
be some disagreements, though."

Textbook
evaluation
begins
By SHERRY SIDW ELL
Student government editor

The
Textbook
Rental
Committee met for the first time
Tuesday night to begin examining the effectiveness of
Eastem's rental system.
The committee was formed
from the Faculty Senate-Student
Senate Relations Committee to
•~
hear arguments from both those
)
G chancellor
opposed to and in support of the
rental system. It will meet
mas Layzell
weekly to continue studying the
ks out against
issue.
critics. Page 3
.. We will examine the concerns of all those involved, stud emts, facu lty and staff, and
's controversial Priorities,
attempt to achieve a consensus
ty and Productivity lnitof what will be best for
zell said although there
Eastern," said John Miller, facbe some conflicting issues
ulty committee member.
Eastem's and the IBHE's
Committee co-chair Kara
Restagno said the committee
was set up to do necessary
ere is a dual role (that
research and background work
and the IBHE play) in
to
make recommendations on
to advocate what is importhe rental system to the Faculty
this university," Layze!J
and Student senates.
ever, Faculty Senate Ch" We ' re there to all work
Ed Marlow said the IBHE
together to find the best solution
ed a focus statement for
for Eastern," said Restagno, a
based on how it sees the
member of the Student Senate.
ity - a statement that conStudent committee member
with Eastern 's own stateBobby Smith said the committee
will make a serious effort to lisccording to Marlow, the
ten
to the concerns and opinions
's statement referred to
people
may have on the textas a "smaller, rural school
should deal more with subbook rental system.
JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
like agriculture." He also
"The members of the commitFaculty Senate attempted
tee are all very committed to a
e revisions to the board's
non-biased, non-partisan effort
University
Police
officer
Delong
directs
traffic
011 4th Street as a
t.
to make the system better," said
crane
lifts
new
water
coolers
onto
the
roof
of
Coleman
Hall.
tern's mission statement
Smith, also a senate member.
that the school's primary
" Continued on page 2
"We're going to take all kinds
of views into account and we
want to hear what people have
to say on the subject.
ed a drop in hours, a consolidation or elimina- year and our payroll was only $84,000. I chal••on a personal level, I realize
tion of staff employees and the reduction of lenge any university department to work with
changes do need to be made
aerobic sessions from 44 to 32 a week. The cut- that, and they've given us even less money than
with the system," Smith said.
tern's Student Recreation Director said back in aerobic classes was due to the loss of that for this semester."
"I'm
not blind to its problems,
· cutbacks" may be felt by students and insrruccors.
Outler said he hoping things will resolve
but
as
a whole, I like the system
if he is not successful in his petition to
Beginning March 29. rhe Rec Cencer will themselves before drastic measures may be
more money for the Rec Center's pro- close at 10 p.m. from Monday to Thursday sanctioned.
we have."
instead of 11 p.m.
''The reality is if we don't get the money,
The committee will host an
ly 24 percent of the center's 1991-92
But Outler said these cuts may only be the these things could happen," Dutter said. open public forum Feb. 16. A
t was cut for the 1992-93 school year. tip of the iceberg. He claims if the Rec Center "However, I'm an optimistic person and an mailing concerning the forum
or Dave Outler is preparing an appeal for is denied its request for more allocations more optimistic thinker."
will be sent to all recognized
week's Apponionment Board hearing jn cuts will be on the way.
The AB decides how to exactly use the $55 student organizations and faculempt co get what he called necessary
"What we've already done is made small student activity fee that Eastern students pay. It
ty.
cuts in some of our programs," Duller said. is up to AB to ultimately decide what programs
This forum win provide the
eally, if we don't get the money. we'll "We talked with our staff, first and looked at to use the allocated money for.
committee
with an opportunity
to make drastic, drastic cuts," Outler said.
our utilization statistics.
"A recent story in the newspaper said the
to
address
people's
concerns on
r said lifeguards may be eliminated and
Last week was the highest number of stu- Apportionment Board has a $131,000 reserve
team sports may either be totally cut or dents to ever use the Rec Center. Duller said fund built up," Outler said. "It's obvious that textbook rental and find out
number of participant teams in the leagues l 3,405 came in last week.
students want the Rec Center and its pro- what people feel needs to be
be eliminated. If cuts are made, Outler
"We know the number of programs we're grams."
done.
special events could also be removed.
offering are growing," he said. "The payroll we
Duller had requested $124,430 in services.
A location for the forum has
!backs made to the Rec Center so far have have should equal the usage of our facilities. Instead, the Apportionment Board only
not yet been set.
minimal, he said. Some of the cuts includ- We had 345,000 students use our center last approved $91,560.

•
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Up and Around

ec Center hopes to avoid major cuts
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Staff writer

Business has begun to boom
for Eastern's University Lanes, as
competitive leagues fill the center's Monday night slots.
"A lot of people have fun with
it." said Sean Hay, a zoology
major and University Lane
employee. "Monday nights are
pretty busy."
Students participate in league
bowling every Monday, beginning this week and lasting throughout the semester. The cost is
$3 per person for three games and

The league still has one spot
open, but Hay said students must
hurry since the league has already
started.
Manager of University Lanes,
Tim Taflinger, said Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays are the
busiest times.
Leagues play three games
every Monday night. The league
that has the most wins over the
course of the semester will compete against the winning league
from the previous semester.
The victor of the final "rolloff' wins a trophy.

s is t s of four students. one of
which must be female.
Individual leagues can play
Wednesday nights from 4:30 to 6
p.m.. Hay said.
Bowling hours for University
Lanes are as follows:
•Monday and Wednesday from
4 to 10:30 p.m.
•Tuesday and Thursday from 3
to 11 :30 p.m.
• Friday from IO a.m. to 11:30
p.m.
• Saturday from noon to 11:30
p.m.
• Sunday 4 to I 0:30 p.m.
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5 Domestic Longnecks in an Icy Bucket!

Your Choice Only $5/RefillS $4
Sat 30th - Shadoobee
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Gov. Edgar to give state address
;o
1\11

SPRINGFI ELD (AP) - As
Gov. Jim Edgar prepares for his
State of the State address Wednesday. it's c lear to him th at
Illinois' economy is on the mend
but is not strong enough to return
to free-spending ways.
Revenue growth is expected to
return to normal after bei ng
derailed for two years by a recession, but Edgar sees federal ~n
dates and court orders taking a
heavy toll on what money the
state has available to spend.
"We 're not out of the woods,
and even if we gel out of the
woods, that doesn't mean we can
go back to our old habits of just
spending, spending and s pending," he said in a recent interview.
"We're still going to have to
take a look at maybe eliminating
certain programs, maybe even
some layoffs. But hopefully we're
not talking about the degree we
experienced the last couple of
)'efil$."

. tn'the

.

fi'rst half of his term,
Edgar had to push for more than
2,300 stale 'employee! layt>ffs atld
cutbacks of more than 20 percent
at most state agencies.
Last year's State of the State
speech was more like a b udget
address. The governor recommended $350 million in emergency spending cuts and borrowing
$500 million to help the state

Gov. Jim Edgar
make it through the fiscal year.
Edgar hopes natural revenue
growth, coupled with further belttightening in some areas, will permit spending increases in such
areas as education and the muchtroubled Department of Children
and Family Services.
Adequate funding for elementary and high school education
pas been one of Edgar's top priori ti.es since his 1990 campaign,
although its overall appropriation
now is 1.3 percent less than two
years ago.
The improvement of the state's
care for abused children has been
made a priority for the Edgar
administration under a consent
decree involving a lawsuit filed

by the American Civil Liberties
Union.
And Edgar is sticking to his
campaign pledge not to raise
income and sales taxes beyond
their level in 1990, despite growing demands on the state's budget.
To help solve the problem,
Edgar has successfully pushed to
have education's half of the 20
percent income tax surcharge
made permanent. The remainder,
once used only for local governments, is now shared by the state
and local governments.
Edgar has said he may propose
having the state use the encire
amount of the non-education portion of the surtax. or he might
eliminate it altogether.
"I think I've made it pretty
clear that I want to hold the Line
on taxes," Edgar said.
The major new tax of his
administration - the much criticized Medicaid assessment plan
on hospitals, nursing homes and
centers for the developmentally
d isabled - ap pears headed for
renewal.
Edgar's health task force has
recommended a two-year extension of the tem po rary tax
designed to generate about $ 1.5
billion in state revenue and federal matching money for the state's
Medicaid program.

( MEDIUM (14•))

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA•••TO GOI
Now at Monlcara, get a Med.- (14'1
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza. ..

..,.45 with • Large (11") Pizza
Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 212193

FROM PAGE ONE
Chancellor
., Continuedfroni pag?! J •
me.moers of the committee to
. .
.
.
• discuss possible changes in
Layzell said if the ~rogram JS the Eastern 's Textbook Rental
on!~ su~h pro~am m ~e state or Service.
reg10n. is of h,igh_ quality _or ce~The Student Senate members
~ral to E~stem s v1s1on of itself. 1t who will be serving on the com1s more likely t~ be supported.
mittee are Karie Rice, Kara
In other busmess, the Faculty Restagno and Bobby Smith.
Senate also released the names of Graduate student Kyle Morrell

o1D~

was also chosen to fill a seat on
the committee.
"We wi ll try to thoroughly
investigate issues." said John
Miller. chairman of the Textbook
Issues Committee. "We will also
try to come up with concrete recommendations."
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University Board Human Potential Committee presents:
Native-American Singer Jack Gladstone
featuring a multi-media presentation

Wed. January 27 at 8pm-University Ballroom
$1 EIU students w /ID $ 3 General Public
Program will be followed by a reception.
ALSO DON'T MISS TifE CULTURAL DIVERSITY FAIR
EAST UNWERSITY BAUROOM 12-3PM

Wedne5aay, Januaiy 27, 1993
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Eliminating BOG
not a true reform
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Administration editor

·I Van Leer re-enacts the role of Malcolm X as a part of the University Board's Cultural Diversity
tk presentations. The performance was attended by 75 people.

pportionment board hears request
University Board requested $17,885 in addition'ons from the Apportionment Board at its regTuesday night meeting.
preparation for one of the UB 's premier events of
spring semester, the Special Events Committee
for an additional $8,943 to pay for Spring Fest.
Spring Fest is scheduled for April 3 on the practice
south of Tarble Arts Center and will feature six
, games and giveaways. Highlights of the day
include a human fly trap, a five-on-five basketball
ent and a sandwich-eating contest.
The UB Lectures Committee requested an additional
to sponsor an AIDS Awareness speaker on Feb.

22 and a Hispanic Awareness speaker for Hispanic
Awareness Week.
For Black History Month and Hispanic Awareness
Week, the Human Potential Committee requested
$3,000. Committee members were not present at the
meeting.
The AB was not able to take action on the UB 's
additional requests because of a Jack of quorum.
Additional allocations requests are funded by the
AB reserve. Requests will continue at the AB 's next
regularly scheduled meeting.
- Staff report

People who are trying to eliminate the Board of Governors are
simply trying to make quick political points, not actually improve
education, said Board of Governors Chancellor Thomas
LayzeU.
Layzell, at a press conference
Tuesday afternoon, spoke out
against the Board of Governors
critics and their plans to reorganize public education. He said the
current drive to eliminate the
BOG. coming on the heels of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education's Priorities, Quality and
Productivity Initiative, isn't the
true education reform it appears to
be.
"I think there is certainly a
sense that they may gain some
political advantage out of this that they may be viewed as educational reforme-s," Layzell said.
'Tm not going to say that is the
total motivator. I know there are
some people who think there is an
advantage to having governing
boards at each university."
Layzell said he expects Gov.
Jim Edgar to announce in his State
of the State address Wednesday
that he will seek to eliminate the
BOG, which oversees Eastern and
four other state universities, and
the Board of Regents, which oversees three universities. Layzell
said backers of the plan say it will
streamline education.
The governor will likely suggest that the BOG and Board of
Regents be replaced with governing boards at each school, Layzell
said. State Rep. Mike Weaver, RAshmore, has already introduced a
bill in the General Assembly to
eliminate the two existing boards.

Thomas Layzell
Layzell said he has heard the
streamlining rationale. but it
doesn't make sense to him.
"I doubt doubling the number
of governing boards in Illinois
will streamline education," he
said. "I don't think if you split up
our budget (the new boards) could
do it with the same amount of
money."
Such functions as risk management. legal services, and collective bargaining would have to be
duplicated at each of the former
BOG schools, he said.
LayzeU said none of the BOG's
critics want to talk about how
higher education will be organized
if the board is eliminated. He said
they are playing a "shell game"
by promising the schools "unexplained amounts of new autonomy, and oh, by the way, we're giving the IBHE more control."
"I have trouble understanding
this," Layzell said. "This is a governing board that has done what is
is expected to do well."

Spri ng Career Day.Job Fair
Sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Center

Eastern llllnols University
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
Wednesday, February 3, 1993
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m."'

SPRING
REAK '93
All The Favorite
Spots I

•South Padre
• Cancun
• Daytona
Air Only
• Lauderdale $183
• Vegas
Round Trip
• Bahamas
• You name It
We've Got It

1

But Hurry Space is Limited!

Call 3 45-7731
Charleston Travel
301 W. Lincol n

Ace Hardware Corp.
Air Force·
Allendale Assoc.
American Home Food Products
American Technical Publishers, Inc.
American United life • Joseph D. Wampler Agency
B·line Systems, Inc.
Bodine Environmental Services, Ins.
Burlington Northern lntermodal"
CCAR Industries
Central East Alcoholism & Drug Council
Charleston Manor*
Chicago Association for Retarded Citizens
Clarke Environmental Mosquito Management , Inc.
Coalition Against domestic Violence
Colwell Systems
The Commercial-News, Danville, IL"
Column Office Equipment, Inc:
Comptroller of the Currency
Consolidated Communication
Continental Medical Systems
Corporate Organizing Research Service
Country Companies Insurance Group Bloomington, tL•
Country Companies Ins. - Paris, IL•
Country Companies Ins. Coles-Moultrie Agency
Crosspoint Human Services
Culligan Water
Daily Herald
Decatur, City or
R. A. Donnelley & Sons co.
Dun & Bradstreet Corp.
Eastern Seal Camp Heffernan•
EIU Graduate School
EIU Dept of Human Resources
EIU Sept. of Military Science
Enterprise Rent·A-Car*
Fastenal Co.
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Foot Locker
Fortis Financial Group
Geo. S. Olive & Co.•
Hastings Lake YMCA Camps•
Hershey Chocolate USA
Hobbico

Household Retail Services of Illinois
Illinois Agricultural Auditing Association•
Illinois Army National Guard
Illinois Bureau of the Budget
Illinois Dept. of CorrectionStateville Correctional Center
Illinois Dept. of Employment Security
Illinois Dept. of Revenue
Illinois Dept. Of Transportation•
Illinois Dept. of Transportation • Dist. 1
Illinois Dept. of Transportation - Dist. 5
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Illinois Power
Illinois State Police - Recruitment
J.D.'s College Painters•
Jewel•
Kmart Corp.
KPMG Peat Marwick
Lady Foot Locker
Lanier Worldwide, Inc.
Lerner New York
Lewis Newspapers
Lifelines Rehabilitation Services
Marketing & Management Corp. of America
Mass Mutual
Maurices
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Nabisco Biscuit Co.•
News Media Corp.
Northwestern Mutual llfefThe Beckley Agency
Northwestern Mutual Life/Hoopis Financial Group•
Norwest Financial
O'Hare Marriot
Oak/Leyden Developmental Services
Oscar Mayer Foods Corp.
Osco Drugs/ sav-on Drugs
Paris Community YMCA
Peace Corps of the United States
Pepsi-Cola
Pitney Bowes
Primerica Financial Services·
Subsidiary of Primerica Corp.•
Professionals' Software Inc.
Prudential Financial Services
Prudential Insurance Co.
Radio Shack•

Research Systems Corp/
Roadmaster Corp.
Robert Wiiiiam James & Associates
Rolling Meadows Police Dept.•
Sangamon State University-Graduate
Public Service INternship Program•
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center
Six Flags Great America"
Skokie Police Dept.
Social Security Administration
State Farm Insurance Companies•
Triple A. Student Painters•
U.S. Air Force
Us.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Recruiting Battalion Indianapolis
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, APHIS PPQ
U.S. Dept. of Justice - U.S> Marshals Service
U.S. Dept. of Transportation Federal Highway Administration
U.S. Office of Personell
The Upjohn Company
Walgreens
YMCA Camp Duncan•
YMCA Camp Lakewood"
Youth Advocate Program
"Looking for students interested In internships
and/or summer employment.
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Tough regulation
needed to weed
out senate duds
Remember when we were younger and
wanted to do just about everything. We
dressed in grown-ups dothing and acted as if
we were in the real world.
We simulated how we would drive to work,
acted like we were interested in what we were
doing and thought that it would be neat to be
older with some responsibilities. But after a
while we got tired of playing in the adult world
and took a nap.
It's apparent that some members of Eastern's
Student Senate were living in that fantasy
world.
Five student senators
stepped down from their
- - - - - - - positions last week, most
cited time conflicts fol' leaving their posts.
The senate Is planning to have the posts.
which were left vacant by Maria Giovani, Matt
Giordano. jenny Rank, Blake Stone and R.J.
Wood, filled by next Wednesday's senate
meeting.
In selecting these new representatives the
senate needs to use tighter regulations in helping to weed out those people who want to
help their fellow students and those who just
want to slap another item on their resume.
Senate members were also harsh on their
former colleagues.
"(Senate members) can't be Irresponsible,
Hy-by-night people who are going to quit as
soon as things get tough," senate member Dan
Byer said following the latest resignations.
Having the senate peppered with a few irresponsible people who, after saying that they
would look out for their fellow students, just
wind up wonying about themselves, doesn't
do Eastern's student body a whole lot of good.
Having senators drop out of the mix isn't any
thing new. The departure of the five that bolted
from the group this semester comes on the
heels of a fall semester when seven members
jumped ship.
What the senate's Legislative Leadership
Committee, the group that will be Interviewing
the applicants for the vacated positions, needs
to do is spell out exactly what a senator needs
to do and how many hours per day or week
that the person will have work.
Only after this is done will the senate be able
ftnd the right people to serve Its students In the
proper manner.

Patronage giving state a black ey
As with any social institution,
there are certain constants about
the government. One of the dearest, especially in Illinois, is the
inevitabillty of political patronage.
It's sadly as much a part of
democracy and politics as the
secret ballot Itself. Some would
say a necessary evil for the rest of
wthe system. "
And the news out of the state
capital last week confirms what I Chris
think we've known for years.
Sondheim
The Springfield State joumalRegister, in a Sunday story. reported that cash contributors to tlllnols' 1990 state election campaigns landed at
least I4,000 state contracts worth more than $1 billion
the first full fiscal year the winners were In office.
In fact. at least one-third of state money earmarked
for private contracts went to contributors who backed
winners In the 1990 election.
Who knew?
In fiscal 1992. at least 14,500 contracts and purchase
orders worth up to $1.61 billion went to 1.300 people
or firms that contributed to statewide campaigns. That
amounts to roughly 35 percent of the total $4.6 billion
worth of contracts the state held with private firms and
Individuals.
Among the report's other conclusions:
• More than 27 percent of the contract spendlng that
went to contributors - about $437 mllllon worth - was
awarded for the purchase of goods and services for
which competitive bidding Is not required under state
law.
• About $1 .4 billion of the $4.4 bllllon that agencies
under Gov. Jim Edgar earmarked for contracts to private
individuals or firms in his first full fiscal year in office
.went to donors who gave to his 1990 campaign.
• At least $894 million of the state Department of
Transportation's contract money for the past fiscal year about 42 percent - was committed to firms that gave
money to Edgar or the Republican Party.
The newspaper's findings, assembled by computer
analysis, seem to indicate Illinois taxpayers are still

funding a Statehouse Insider's dub that puts poli ·
careers and supporters' profits ahead of the pu
Interest.
I never would have guessed.
The State joumal-Registels report points to a
butlon-contract relationship that penetrates e:very
vice or product purchased by the administration,
food to envelopes to construction projects.
No thunderous revelations there. Friends take care
friends In Illinois government.
Edgar noted that two-thirds of those who did
contracts never contributed. He's right In saying
numbers aren·t overwhelming, but the state·s bl
process is full of exceptions and doesn·t even r
legislators to chose the lowest bidder.
Furthermore, the writers of Sunday's report warn
findings may represent a conservative estimate
Its analysis wouldn't necessarily catch a connection If
Individual gave money to a candidate under his
name and then received a contract. for lnsta
through a corporation with a different name
address.
Critics of the state's purchasing and contracting
tlces describe them as among the last few loopholes
legally sanctioned patronage In Illinois. ln any case,
shouldn·t be surprised.
In standard newspaper rhetoric, here's where I
my call for reform, where I say patronage Is a dis
Ing product of the Illinois political machine and a
eye to Springfield. It's all of those things. The
recent figures are only a reminder.
In an Interview with the Associated Press.
now at midterm in his Governor's Mansion stay.
his thoughts on voter trust and conceded the
man·s lack of confidence in government.
NThe average guy on the street unfortunately d
have much faith or trust In elected officials. They
they say whatever it takes to get elected. So I think
(trust) is very important.. .I want to help restore faith."
But this week's discovery offers little consolation
the average guy.

- Chris Sundheim is news editor and a regular c
nist for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

There are two cardinal sins
' · from which all the others
................... spring: impatience and laziness.

Leave the first lady's clothes out of it
Like millions of other Americans
last Wednesday, I watched our
new president's inauguration and
the celebrating that went with It.
As the day wore on. something
struck me as both hilaJ1ous and just
a llttle irritating about the whole
thing. It wasn't the amount of
money being spent on the Inauguration, which should be llttte more
than the swearing In of the president and maybe a speech or two,
or even the length and content of
the Inaugural parade.
What I found so Incredible was
Peter Jennings, the same man who has covered wars.
famines and presidential confeenc:es of historic proportion, attempting to describe what Hillary Olnton was
wearing. Women's dothlng and hairstyles are not a subject you would normally hear Jennings report on, let
alone trying to analyze. But there he was before a national audtenc.e struggling with fabr1c names and dress styles.
If that had been the end of It, I could have let It go. But
less than an hour later, Barbara Walters an1ved on the
scene to not only cllscus.s Mrs. Cllntcn's dress for the day,
but to begin the earthshattertng report d "HUiaJy Clnton
- Hairstyles Past and Present."
This continued throughout the day as newspeople on

every network practically fell over themselves bying
outdo each other's highly in-depth commentaries of
Clinton's wardrobe and Ifs tong term Impact on
future of our country. Earnest discussions on the _ ......_
Ism of her inaugural gown followed throughout
evening and over the next several days.
Even w60 Minutes,• which normally Isn't gtven to
frtvollty, felt the need to comment.
Hiiiary Olnton, the strong and Intelligent rote
the flrst real professional woman to become first lady
gone and HtliaJy the beautlfully ac.c.essorlzed Barbie
had taken her place.
If this newspaper ran a three-page spread on Al <Are'
choice of des and Its effect on the nation·s tie ind
readers might very condude that we were the
guilty d Inhaling. But surprklngty, no one raised an
brow when Sam Donaldson played fashion attic.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying Mrs. Oin
doesn't have Impossible Image standards as first lady
live up to or that the Image she presents to the rest
the wor1d Isn't Important But I am saying It would
been refreshing to hear people talking more about
she might contribute to the country or how she
redefine the rote d flrst lady for those who come
her and less about the style or lack of style of her hat.

-Sheny SkJweJ/ Is the student gcNeml1lf!llt edJtor and
guest c.oli.mnlst IOrlhe Dally Eastern News.

ake a deep look into the mirror
I spent Jan. I 8, In the Grand
lroom paying homage to
in Luther King Jr. Besides
wing a video portraying
rpts of the great man's
ches and a hair-raising,
Iring performance by the
Gospel Fellowship Choir,
was a discussion.
Different individuals voiced
r opinions concerning race
Jeff
ons, black pride, religious
Stepp
points. etc. Solutions to
ng the escalating violence
een races were also discussed. Those ranged
not judging each other by the color of skin, don't
live by the words of the Bible, educate yourself
others.
I listened with Interest. I was Impressed and
raged by the sincerity of all the participants, but
as If no new solutions were being offered. It seems
me as If we are addressing the wrong issues and
g ourselves the wrong questions.
. both black and white. must address our violent
. Have we been violent too long to ever change
ways? Why are we so violent? Can we possibly
conflicts without using guns - we have not been
to yet. Over the course of the past several hunyears. we have advanced dramatically In science
technology. but morally and ethically we are still
, way behind.
White people are often quick to withdraw from the
oversy by insisting, "hey, you can't blame me for
my ancestors did 200 years ago." Yes. And no.
are always quick to brag about our kinship to
and brave men. Haven' t you ever met someone
was the descendent of a former president, a
cess or maybe even Daniel Boone. Isn't that a
ce of pride? Isn't there a connection? Doesn't that
us feel somehow, more worthy?
How then can we disregard the deviant behavior of
same ancestors? The ones who enslaved ,

Lynched and called little boys and girls Mnigger." It is,
of course, natural to want to dismiss such a shameful
past, but we must admit that this Is as much of our
heritage as the presidential faces gracing Mt.
Rushmore.
I think It Is also critical to re-examine who our
heroes are. Do we continue to celebrate violence (The
Terminator, The Gulf War) or do we praise intelligent
dialogue? In our own hearts, do we admire men and
women who wage war to those who wage peace?
What Is manly? What Is cowardly? Somebody said
that we can't simultaneously prepare for and prevent
war. It Is also true that we can't praise and Idolize warriors If we are truly committed to seeking peace.
The solution Is complex. We have no way of testing
the behavior of whites and blacks toward one another
under favorable conditions. Ever since the white man
invaded Africa to begin 400 years of slavery, the relationship between the races has been based on intimidation, manipulation, subordination and violence. The
white man has nearly always been the perpetrator.
Sam Keen, In Fire In the Belly, says, Man honorable
but rare way to end conflict is to recognize that you
were wrong, repent and make amends." When have
you been the bad guy? Greedy? Cruel? Heartless?
Unjust? Insensitive? At fault? How difficult is it for you
to say, Ml was wrong. I am sorry."
So, to the thousands of men and women who died
in a new country committed to freedom but never
experiencing it themselves, I say my race was wrong
and I am sorry. To King. my idol, I am sorry. And to
those young African Americans who I shared this
evening with, and to all your brothers and sisters. I say
white people have been unforgivingly cruel and for
that I am terribly sorry. but I also say let's all - black
and white, men and women - seek new definitions of
manhood and womanhood, rethink who we choose as
heroes. face the violence In our own souls, and maybe
then, together, we can make amends.

-Jeff Stepp Is
Eastern News.

our turn

inders needs
crash course
integrity
editor:
Regarding J.A. Winders' tasteless
mentary on the Clinton years.
you possibly provide him with
aash course in journalistic integrity
e he Is permitted to darken the
of The Daily Ea.stem News.
He might also need the advice of
rid class journalist Molly Ivens,
on Saturday, Jan. 24th wrote, "I
believe that there are limits, and I
t 2-year-old girts are off-limits.

Chelsea Clinton hasn't hurt anyone;
leave her alone."

Janet M . Lambert

Letter Policy
The News encourages letters to
the editor concerning any local,
state, national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, In addition to
the author's address and telephone
number, must be Included. If necessary, letters will be edited according
to length and space at the discretion
of the edit page editor or editor In
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be

o:~; Eastern News

OPINION

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns are
the opinion of the author.
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Dust off romance
and give it a try
for a change

Lately. there have been many
questions raised about love.
Last week the University Board
sponsored a lecture about two
men who loved each other but
could not marry. I suppose, in
legal terms. It ls not possible for
two people of the same sex to
love each other. That issue Is still
a guest columnist for The Daily
in limbo, so it really doesn't make
Elizabeth
much of a difference to me.
Then again, there was a case I
read about in a Dear Abby col- R-al•c•h•l•e____
umn regarding a t 6-year-old girl
In love (and who supposedly has a wonderful sex life)
with a 43-year-old man.
I certainly question my love life - for example, do I
even have one?
_,.
, •
It used to be so simple: boy meets gin, boy falls In
love with girl, they get married and live happily ever
after. How family value~lsh.
Reality? Boy meets girl, they fall in love, she gets
pregnant. they sign a prenuptual agreement, divorce.
have a custody battle and maybe end up being the
subject of three made-for-lV movies later.
Long dissertations about AIDS and unexpected
pregnancy are too politically correct: I want to talk
about something even more taboo.
Romance.
I often wonder where romance has gone. Love and
relationships are so damn complicated now. We are
constantly being reminded how having sex Is playing
with a loaded gun, or that sexually transmitted diseases occur within monogamous relationships.
Doesn't anyone miss watching the sunset anymore?
I think it is time for people to get a clue. Ladies, do
you really think you will find a long term relationship
by doing the walk of shame? Stand tall and be picky!
Guys have this problem called "beer goggles" and you
don't need to feel as though you're a quarter draft at a
bar.
Men, your come-on lines reek, you are not the best
lovers since Don Juan, and surprise! Chics can use you
too, and believe me, sometimes we do.
But enough bitterness. I think It is time for a change.
The sexual revolution is over - now Is the time for
romance.
By this, I pledge the following:
• Roses are out and daisies are in.
• MErotica" is out and Bing Crosby ls in.
• "Basic Instinct" is out and "Miss Saigon" Is in.
• Walks to the bars are out and watching the snow
printed.
If a letter has more than three fall ls in.
• Trips to the health service is out and Fox Ridge is
authors, only the names of the first
in.
three will be printed.
• Lycra is out. silk ls in.
· Promiscuity is out, monogamy Is In.
Guest column policy
Prissiness ls not the issue here. I am simply proposThe News encourages readers to ing a new order. I am sick and tired of the lack of
submit guest columns concerning warmth and caring I see and experience day-to-day. I
any topic or issue that may be rele- have met few who have exhibited the art of amore,
and one just happened to be my high school's nerd.
vant to our readership.
I'm sure everyone has had a nerd love them once in
Columns should be restricted to
less than three typewritten double- their life. And I'm sure they are the ones who are
remembered over the greatest love affairs.
spaced pages.
So I Invite you to join the revolution. a new order, a
Guest columns normally appear
every Thursday and will be published journey Into the sunset.
at the discretion of the edit page
- Ellzabeth Ralchle Is a staff writer dlld guest columeditor and the editor In chief.
nist lbrThe Dally Eastern News.
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Diversity week features Indian culture
By COLLEEN WANGLER
Staff wnter
A mix of American Indian culture and international awareness
will be the theme for Cultural
Diversity Week on Wednesday.
American Indian singer and
storyteller Jack Gladstone. a
Montana Blackfoot Indian. will
perform at 7 p.m. in the
Univer.;ity Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Glad stone's performance wi II
be in the midst of International
Awareness Day. The Cultural
Diversity Fair will also run that
day. going from noon to 3 p.m. in
the east portion of the University
Ballroom.
International Student Awareness Day v. ill include a fair-like
atmosphere. reprc~cnting different
countries· art. history and other
significant artifacts or the various
cultures.
Cultural Diversity Week il>
sponsored by University Board's
Human Potential Committee.
Admission for Gladstone's show
is $1 for students and $3 for the
general public.
According to a UB press release, Gladstone has a unique
style in which he uses song and

Students unaware of diversity week
By BAIA111 HUCHEL

full crowd in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin

Staff writer

Luther King Jr. University Union.
A video from the series "Eyes on the Pri7.e, '
precluded the play during the early afternoon.
Althouglt the knowledge ot Cultural Diversity
Week did not spread some of Ea.stem's liludent
boc.ly. its meaning imd. what it stood for seemed to.
A large percentage ~f the Eastem students said
they had, at least one~. beard of the phra!le "<:ultural divqsity:•
Only two student.$ did not know what the term
''cultuml diversity'"meant.
MMy of the Sul.dents questione(l. Mwcver, felt
they would not have been able to go to the
Cultural Dhersify acti\ities even if they httd
known abOUt their limes and locations in advance.
" J only found out abOul (Cultural Diversify
Week) tWQ days ago," said Mike Muq>by. n sophomore pre-busine$S major at Eastern ...Though, I
probably \\Ould not have been able to go to the
activities anyway because I have a really busy
schedule and not a lot of free time.''

Though Eastern ma) be cnjoymg the activ1ues
and events of Cultural Diversity Week, some students are not even aware that the week - or its

various ev<=nts - is going on.
"I knew about Cultural Diversity week," said
Wendy G()Qd.e. a sophornore art studio major. " l
first found otft abOut 11 and its activities within th~
Pal!t ~!<.'; .
Fres'1J'nan4fony~ M<;Coy,

however. was part of

tb~ st\ld~nfma}9f~ty that did not k11vw about

Cultural DlVe!slly Week or its activiucs.
"I didn't k.OOw about Cultural Diversity Weck."
said McCoy. a medical technology major. "And I
didn't reany notice any of the advenisemcnts for
some of the actMties either."
The a<:tivities continued on Tuesday, however,
as the µroduction of "Rated: Malcolm X" dosed
out the day's e\ents. The one-man play, based on
the life of the eontrover~1al Mus.hm leader, drew a

storytelling to paint vivid images
of the triumphs and tragedies of
the Blackfoot and other American
Indian tribes.
"We must re-invent ourselves
and our values to survive," Gladstone said. "There is a blueprint
for survival within Native Amer-

ica. Finding it is both the challenge and the reward."
Gladstone touches the hearts of
all his audiences with his conversational narrative and thought
provoking songs about American
Indian culture and hi story, the
release said.

After he graduated from the
University of Washington. playing on their 1978 Rose Bowl
Championship team, G ladstone
taught at the Blackfoot Indian
reservation's community college.
Gladstone had launched a fulltime perfonning career in 1987.

Circle K
sponsors
fund-rais
A volleyball tournament to
raise money for the Spastic
alysis Foundation is being
in Lantz Gym 2 to 5
Sunday.
Sponsored by Eastern 's
ter of Circle K International,
ceeds from the event will
toward Lraining and therapy
ments. Spastic paralysis is
incurable disease that affects
muscles and brain.
"Without funds. (the fo
ti on) can't continue the
search ... said Jodi Haac
Circle K treasurer.
The tournament chai
Geoff Maier. said the to
is open to all Eastern studellll.
"So far we have aboul
tcam!-> from EIU. and five <I'
from other schools." Maier
Some of the other schools
organizations involved in
tournament are Illinois S
University, University of ·
at Champaign, Milliken
versity, the Kiwanis Club
Charleston-Mattoon and the
Club of Mattoon.

Tonight At

THIRSTY'S
ORIGINAL
NICKEL
DRAFTNIGHl
DRAFTS-5¢
PITCHERS· s1 .25
GREAT MUSIC

(ii)
PANTHER'S
......____...

TONIGHT

50¢
Longnecks
$1.00
PITCHERS

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right Ume. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing
facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue chip. Green light State Farm
is one of Americas leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowners insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You11 wor1< on state-of-the-art data

processing equipment. You'll go
as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid.
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Ferm today.
Or write Daryl Watson, Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home 011icec Bloomlnglon, 11- NI EQ1.i Oppor1Uno1y ~
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ocal bars in compliance with liquor code
n Charleston police conducted
code compliance checks of eight
•vems Friday, they were following a
k-old plan, one city official said
Attorney Brian Bower said last
police investigation was unrelated
·1ar "sting" operation by a private
earlier this month.

Bower said the check was planned since
the beginning of January. However, it
comes less than a week after Drug-Free
Youth, a local coalition working to reduce
underage drinking, issued a report to the
city on its own set of compliance checks.
"This investigation was scheduled three
weeks in advance and the timing was a
coincidence," Bower said.
He said the reasoning behind the group
"was to prevent young people from drinking, smoking and hurting themselves.

"Their intentions are the very best. I prefer and hope that the group and Charleston
align and work together. I prefer to work
with this organization than to work against
it."
Charleston Mayor and Liquor Commissioner Wayne Lanman declined to comment about DFY's investigation.
The Charle:;ton Police Department conducted compliance checks on eight establishments using an 18-year-old informant.
All were found in compliance with the

city's liquor code.
Charleston liquor codes prohibit anyone
under 19 years old to enter local taverns.
Bar owners did not comment Tuesday on
DFY's "sting" operation.
Drug-Free Youth, a Central Illinois
group of physicians and lawyers that campaigns against the dangers of alcohol and
tobacco, has targeted Charleston's bars,
liquor stores and restaurants in an effort to
reduce the availability of alcohol to
minors.

Speaker of the senate to deliver
ternational students
hare rare experiences state of Student Senate address
A bastion of experiences
opinions were uncovered
Eastern 's semesterly Interal Tea. as students from
ghoul the world got their
ce lo mingle with Amerstudents and faculty.
"The tea is a good chance lo
our own culture with the
can culture." said ShonHuang from China, the
mational Student Assocon president. "It 1s also a
way to meet people and
keep ties between the differcultures.
"We welcome other Amerstudents to attend. espelly with the emphasis of
tural diversity this week,"
g said.
Students from Canada,
· a. Germany, Brazil, Japan,
land and South Africa all
ngled with American
nts during the tea.
Many of the opinions given
the tea were as diverse - or
similar - as the people who
'd them.
"Everyone is welcome to
wonderful country of Canwhere the population is 25
lion." said Canadians Peter
las and Phil Kuzyk, both
shman accounting maj-ors
roommates. "The educan is better and we have a
r standard of living."
Kuzak said, "Canada is basily the same as the United
es. We have three political

parties, the Liberals, the Conservatives. and the New Democracy Party.
Barias said the New Democracy Party is basically a socialist party and is the weakest
of the three and we tend not to
like the party that much.
Mogege Mosimege, a graduate student in mathematics
education from South Africa,
said, "(The tea) is the best
place to meet people from different countries. In the past
very few American students
have participated in the tea.
We bridge cultural differences
and we are able to socialize
which allows us to get away
from the books.··
Hongsheng Liao, a zoology
graduate student, said he likes
the tea because it allows the
students to talk with one
another and to use English so
they will be able to acquire
good use of the language.
Many faculty members said
they wished they could attend
the teas more often.
Economics professor Ed
Corley. a member of the Presbyterian Church - the groups
that sponsored the tea - said he
goes to them infrequently but
tries to attend more often.
Keith Kohanzo, Judicial
affairs officer, said, " I do not
go to the teas as often as l
would like. I do come when I
can get away from the office."
Eastern President David
Joms might participate in the
International Dinner on Feb. 6
in the Lantz Gym, Huang said.

By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor
The Speaker of the Senate will
give his annual state of the senate
address at the Student Senate's
regular Wednesday meeting.
Speaker Luke Neumann will
deliver the semesterly address at
7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
"The state of senate address
describes what we. as a group.
have done in the past semester
and sets a tone for where we will
be going in the semester ahead."
Neumann said.
He said he will discuss how the

senate can best serve students in
the coming semester and what
will be expected of the individual
senators.
Also in his addresses, Neumann said he plans to talk about
campus programs scheduled for
the upcoming semester such as
"Sweep the City." Campus organizations will be invited to clean
up Fourth and Sixth streets as
they march from Old Main to the
Charleston Square.
Another planned program Neumann mentioned was Hous-mg
Fest, scheduled for Feb. 11. At
this event, students will have the
opportunity to talk to local realtors and ask questions about off-

campus housing.
''I'll also be mentioning the
things we did well last semester
and outlining some of our better
accomplishments," he :;aid.
In other business. Neumann
said he will announce the final
number of applicants for five
vacant senate seats and will begin
setting up interview times for
these applicants. As of Tuesday.
seven applications had been
turned in. he said.
The five vacanciesare a result
of the resignations of senate
members Matt Giordano, Blake
Stone, R.J. Wood, Jenny Rank
and Maria Giovani.

Meningitis safeguard is to visit
Health Service for a diagnosis
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff writer
The only real safeguard Ul preventing meningitis is
visiting the Student Health Service and getting checked
out, said Eastern 's Health Service director.
"The symptoms are so general, so basic, that it is
tough for many physicians to declare meningitis," said
Dr. Richard Larson, director of the Health Service.
Meningitis 1s a difficult disease to diagnose because
many of the symptoms mmor those that are traditionally linked to colds and flu. Larson said. Some of the
warning signs of meningitis include vomiting, stiffness
in the neck, severe headaches and extreme sharp pains
in the body.
Meningitis is an inflammation of the lining surrounding the brain and spinal cord which, if it goes
Wltreated. can lead to death. The rare disease attacks
the meninges. the membranes that envelop the brain
and spinal cord.
There are several different fonns of meningitis that
can strike individuals, some of those include viral, bacterial and parasitic infections.

It has been almost one year since the death of student Peter Giese, 19, who died of meningitis. His death
roused more than 3bla' stndentS to ~k~ fol'"l
the disease.
I
,. ~
Larson said students should not fear they have the
symptoms of meningitis just because they have some
of the simpler symptoms.
"When one case occurs, that does not mean we have
a bacteria floating around." Larson said. "'The bacteria
has probably been in the affected person's system for
some time. Those are your pop-up cases."
Most meningitis cases usually occur when students
have been away from c:chool for a long period of time
and return back, he said.
The Health Service does keep a stock of rifarnpin, a
preventative drug used to reduce the meningitis organism in the nose and throat.
"About all we can hope to do is identify it, and then
treat it," Larson said.
A variety of antibiotics are used to treat someone
affiicted with the disease. Penicillin, amino glacticite
and respaen are all forms of medication that can be
used.
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College students attempt
to cope following shooting
GREAT BARRINGTON. Mass.
(AP) -- The students of Simon's
Rock College of Bard opened a
new semester Tuesday wondering
if their mountain paradise was forever Jost in the crackle of gunfire
and splatter of blood.
College administraLOrs were
handing out security whistles to
all 300 students in the wake of a
Dec. 14 rampage that left a professor and student dead and wounded four. A sophomore has been
charged in the shootings.
"Simon's Rock has always been
seen... as a safe haven, that you
could keep your doors unlocked,"
said Candy Ammer. 18, a junior
from Apollo, Pa. " I definitely Jock
my doors now. r try not to walk
around at night by myself."
Authorities say Wayne Lo. I 8,
of Billings. Mont, stalked across

, .· ~

~~
'

.

~ ' ·~:

campus without warning, firing a
semiautomatic rifle apparently at
random. When the 20-minute
spree ended. he ordered a student
to call police and surrendered,
investigators said. He has pleaded
innocent to murder charges and
remains jailed without bail.
Coping has been particularly
difficult for the students and employees at this pastoral, 275-acre
campus in the Berkshires.
Virtually everyone on campus
knew the suspect and victims. Stu-

dents are younger here than on
other campuses because Simon's
Rock 1s an alternative school that
provides a college education to
gifted. high school-age teen-agers.
Students periodicall} recalJed
the horror in the sanitized Ianguage of survivors: "the event,"
"the tragedy." "the deceased."
An ad hoc memorial of flowers
and candles remained on the
front stairs
of tbe
where
Galen
Gibson,
18, library.
a sophomore
from Gloucester, was kil led.
Nacunan Saez, ·37, a Spani s h
teacher from Arge nti na, was
killed in his car.
Students said they were feeling
everything from anger to guilt that
they could not stop the bloodshed.
Others said they felt a heightened
sense of community from sharing
the same awful ordeal.

-
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benefit of the doubt," said Mark Lambert of the L

Clinton reviews ethanol waiver
WASHINGl'ON (AP) - Illinois lawmakers and
agriculture groups said Tuesday the Clinton administration likely will approve a regulation that benefits
the ethanol industry and com growers despite a decision to review the plan.
Lawmakers were taken by surprise Monday when
government officials announced they would review
the ethanol proposal and about 125 others advanced
by the Bush administration in its waning days.
Rep. Bob Michel. R-Peoria. spoke with Clinton
about the matter Tuesday after a congressional leadership meeting at the White House.
Michel said he hopes Clinton "will take the necessary action to right this wrong."
lllinois, the nation 's top producer of corn and
ethanol, accounts for about 60 percent of the 1 billion-gallon-a-year ethanol market.
That translates to about 230 million bushels of
com in lliinois, one-sixth orthe state's crop, according to industry estimates.
"You've got to promote the use of com," said Rep.
Tom Ewing, R-Pontiac. "This is a value-added process that allows us to tum com into another product
with American jobs and reduces our dependence on
foreign oil."
Leon Panetta, director of the Office of Management and Budget, has ordered agency heads to hold
up the formal publication of the rules until they are
reviewed by Clinton appointees.
"We're trying to give the new administration the
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Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second

(Behind Old White Hen)

• Central A/C
• 1-1/2 Baths
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348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
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Illinois Com Growers Association. "It's too early to c;I>
panic."
The National Farmers Union sees the review as a
postponement and expects final approval, union official Barbara Webb said.
Bush agreed in October to revise proposed Clean
Air Act restrictions on the use of ethanol-blended
gasoline. His waiver required gasoline makers to
Is this what
arge 2 Bedroom
you're coming
:>Wllhouses
produce a slightly cleaner base for the ethanol-blend
:.;;/
home to?
gasoline.
~ · & 4 Bedrooms
Com growers, struggling because of low prices in
Available
~
Illinois and other key electoral battlegrounds, had
Central
Air
lobbied to stop the Environmental Protection Agency
~
Cf2{ Onsfte
from imposing restrictions on ethanol's use in the
"4.aintenance
Fully Furnished
nation's dirtiest big cities.
A mix of ethanol and gasoline reduces carbon
Garbage Disposals
monoxide emissions. But it also makes gasoline
evaporate faster. which aggravates pollution prob~
lems in hotter weather.
The proposal had the support of ethanol maker
Archer Daniels Midland Co. of Decatur, Ill., the
nation's largest ethanol producer. The company had
put expansion plans on hold because of rules restrictFall & Summer 93 - 94
ing ethanol's use.
Enjoy Spacious Living at
ADM dona ted more than $ I m illion to the
Republican Party in 1991 and 1992. The company
gave a fraction of that amount to the Democratic
Party.
ADM refused comment Tuesday.

Wednesday at

• Large 3-Bedrooms
• Great Location

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

HEY STUDENTS! •

z

.z

345-2363
CALL NOW!

YOUNGSTOWN
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KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor

'rk, of Hunzeker Service Agency of Peoria, tightens a connection on a temperature control interface panel Tuesday morning in the Fine Arts Building. During the last four
erous buildings across campus have been receiving upgrades to their heating and cooling systems.

erican solder shot in Somalia
ADISHU, Somalia (AP)
th of a second Marine
ored on Tuesday how
it will be for the United
to pacify Somalia and
withdraw its combat
m this lawless land.
Cpl. Anthony D. Boll. of Wilberton, Okla.,
third American to die
.S. forces came ashore
lo was shot late Monday
per while on a nighttime
trol near a stadium on
'shu's norrhside. Troops
ck and saw a man fall,
body was not recovered.
stadium houses more than
en and women of the
' 7th Regimental Com-

bat Team and is in a perilous
area where the Marines frequently come under sniper fire.
Pfc. Domingo Arroyo was killed
nearby last week.
Washington last week informally asked the U.N. Security
Council to consider a new reso1u ti on that would transfer the
U.S.-led military coalition in
Somalia to the United Nations .
No action has been taken.
The United States, under
former President Bush, obtained
a U.N. mandate last November
to lead a military coalition to
achieve two objectives:
• To secure Somalia's major
ports, airports and towns for the
safe deli very of food to the
starving and other aid from

organized looters, free-lance
bandits and renegage clan militias.
• To establish a "secure environment" for a U.N. peacekeeping force !:hat would move on to
a second phase of rehabilitation
of the shattered nation and
restoration of a civilian government.
The first objective has been
largely achieved, but !:he second
is a matter of debate. U .N.
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has made it known
that he does not think Somalia is
safe enough for deployment of a
peacekeeping force.
The latest Marine casualty
came only hours after U.S.
Army helicopter gunships and

Belgian troops blasted with
rocket and cannon fire a clan
militia column heading for a
rival militia's encampment near
the southern port of Kismayu.
They killed eight Somalis,
said Farouk Mawlawi. a U.N.
spokesman. American officials
said seven vehicles and several
artillery pieces were destroyed,
with no allied casualties reported.
The allies were enforcing a
cease-fire in an increasingly
unstable area. Aid agencies have
been pulling foreign workers out
of Kismayu because of heightened violence, including 10
grenade attacks in the past three
days that wounded six Belgian
soldiers.

urris' donors receive contracts
NGFIELD (AP) - Half the money

paid for outside legal services in fiscal
nt to companies and individuals who
to Attorney General Roland Bunis •
· fund. a newspaper reported Tuesday.
state paid about $4 million for legal serMore than $2.25 million went to people
fums that contributed to Burris or, in a
. to !:he state Democratic Party.The
oumal-Register of Springfield said in a
1story.
· said he doesn't know who contributes
campaign or whether they end up with
cts.
is no direct relationship between any
and any contribution in my operation,"
al an unrelated Chicago news conferhen people make contributions to
Burris, you know what !:hey get back?
investing in good government."
legal, so what's the problem?" he added.
show our system in government works."
critics - from lawmakers to the businessTaxpayers · Federation of Illinois to the

ethics watchdog Illinois Common Cause - contend the law firms may benefit more c:han the
state. The state hires outside attorneys for a variety of reasons, including if expertise is unavailable on staff, but !:here is room for abuse.
"It looks to me like we're padding !:he payroll
with contributing law firms," said Sen. Judy
Baar Topinka, R-North Riverside. "Who said
state government should be a charity for the
American Bar Association?"
Attorneys benefiting from the contracts deny
any connection to their political contributions.
"Personally, I have never felt any pressure to
make a contribution to any state official" in
exchange for work, said Clifford Weaver, managing partner of the Chicago firm of Burke,
Bosselman & Weaver.
The firm's $125,000 contract with the
Department of Nuclear Safety was renewed - as
it had been for years - after it contributed
$4,000 to Burris. At least $1,000 of !:hat was
donated in June 1991, su months after Burris'
race for attorney general and a month before the
new contract took effect.

ELTA CHI

"You're looking at something I assume is a
grand coincidence," Weaver said
Most of the legal-service contracts awarded
to Burris contributors originated in other agencies, particularly the Transportation Department, which often condemns land for highway
projects.
But Burris, as !:he state's top legal officer.
reviewed all the conuacts and gave final
approval.
Of the 381 contracts awarded directly by the
attorney general's office, 47 went to Burris contributors. Their maximum value amounted to
about 18 percent of the contracts awarded by the
office
None of !:he legal contracts reviewed and then
approved or rejected by Burris are put up for
competitive bids. Burris said he opposes changing the law to require bids for such "professional services." He also criticized !:he idea of voluntarily limiting campaign contributions from law
firms or barring campaign donors from receiving state contracts.

Sears cuts
thousands
of outlets
TUSCOLA (AP) - The
announcement hit Sears'
small Main Street shop
before noon, sounding stiff
and formal like bad news
delivered during a war.
"It is with deep regret,"
Sears Roebuck & Co. said
Monday in explaining that
Joyce A. Lewis' calalog and
appliance store in Tuscola,
like thousands across the
country. soon would close.
No more holiday orders.
Tools? Try the hardware
store. Sears is losing money
and the catalog business has
to go.
'Tm not going to cry in
my beer... said Lewis, 53.
who has owned the Sears outlet here since 1974, earning
commissions on everything
she sells in a community of
4,155.
"I've put two of my kids
through college," she said.
"I've had my cake and eaten
it, too."
Operating below !:he local
Masonic lodge, wic:h country
music playing in the background, Lewis and part-time
employee Carol Henderson
display washers, dryers, televisions, refrigerators, ovens
and stereos.
Customers can immediately take home the big-ticket
items or they can choose
Sears merchandise from the
catalog, a company staple
since 1896. Lewis promises
delivery within four days.

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1)

QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS
(MUST HAVE AT LEAST A 2.0 GPA TO PARTICIPATE IN EITHER BOWLING OR POOL)

BOWLING

OPEN HOUSE
Cotne As You Are)
Tonight: 6:00PM
For rides and information
Call 581-6723 or 6790

MEN TEAMS
BOWL 4 GAMES - THUR. NIGHT - JAN 28 7:00 PM
BOWL 4 GAMES - FRI. NIGHT - JAN. 29 4:00 PM
(must be present both nights)
COST:$6 FOR EIGHT GAMES

BILLIARDS
8-BALL DOUBLE ELIMINATION BY ACU-1 RULES,
2 PLAYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT - SAT .JAN. 30 10 AM
COST: $3.00 PLUS 1/2 POOL TIME FOR EACH MATCH
TO SIGN UP OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
STOP BY THE BOWLING LANES OR CALL 581-3616

10

WE DNES
DAY
JAN.271 19j3

THE DAILY EAsrERN NEWS

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day·s Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581 -2812. A.
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
A.II classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p. m.
de;adllne to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed AFTtll 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the fol lowl ng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AFTtll the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
A.II Advertising submitted
to The Daily £.Jstem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised . rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for any
reason It becomes necess.uy
to omit an advertisement.

FREE Battery and electrical test
FREE installation. Battery spe·
cialists . 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT.
__
caMWF/00
Need a paper typed? Call Garold
at 581·2704 or Carla at 5813068.
$1__
per page.
_ _Charge
___
_ _1129
The only 30 min. delivery in town.
Guaranteed! Domino's Pizza.
348·1626
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1129
Whose playing games? We'll
top any pizza price In town.
348-1626

1129

Spring Breakl Panama City
Beach. Quality accommodations
on the beach! Only $119 per per·
son. Call Mike at 581-2484 or 1·
800-998-TRIP

--------~-~1

Spring Break: Cancun, Mexico.
Lowest prices guaranteed!!! We
will match anything. More info.
Jodi 581-2094
1128
SPRING BREAK 931 Best
accommodations available on
this year's hot spots: Panama
and Daytona only $119. Hurry,
space is hmited! Call Mike or Ed
at
_348·7541
_ _ _.__ _ __ 1129

DIRECTORY

SPRING BREAK ' 93 . Best
rate s, Best Tri p . Groups and
Individuals welcome. Call me
for details . Todd 348- 5538 .
Leave Message
~--.,-,,,--,-...,----~~28
Sick and Tired of overrated Texas
and Florida Spring Breaks? Try
Breckenridge 1993. Tom 345·
9523

Suvtas Om.no
TRAVll
TRAINJNG/ScHOOLS

Hll.P WANTID
WANTID

AoomON

_ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

llmf.s/RIDlRS

Spring
Breakl!I
Daytona
Beach!!! Ocean Front Hotels:
Quad Occupancy: Seven Full
Nights:
Vlp
Discount/ ID
card .•. Round trip Charter Bus
from $199. 50 per personlll
Room Only available from
$109 .50 per person. Limited
Ava1labll1ty!ll
1-800- 881BEACH.

ROOMMATt.S

ANNOUNC.EMlNTS

o~~;

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Eam $2,000+/month + world trav·
el (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carib·
bean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and
Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206634-0468 ext C5738

215

N
- ....
E=
E -D_E_X_T__R_A_ M_O_N_E_Y_?-Sell
Avon. Call 345-6834

_ _ _1129

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weei<ends Effingham. Six
children ages 1-11 . Early childhood , Education majors pre·
!erred. Meets requ i rement for
working with children. Only SERI·
OUS need apply. Budgetel Inn,
Effingham. Ask for Doris.
--~5

ATTENTION STUDENTS Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided. Send
SASE to National Distributors P.O.
Box 9643, Springfield, MO 65801 .
lrMlediate response.

~--------1129

Enthusiastic, responsible Dance
instructor wanted for Tap, Jazz,
and/ or others . Apply
at
Charleston Recreation Dept, 520
Jackson.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

Yes

D

.,,,, M/Jllf 111.WJ - , , , ,

._ ,_,.,,

/Mnl* lfAOf
llADI

,;ua.a,y

No

Dates to run - -- - - -- - -- - - - --

Ad to read:

asrMC 8lMD I

-'fJI

.sr~

....

,_ ,_
SM0 1 _ , ,

:_;.c;,

,ra
. ,/lAIWl
···
lfAWll aar -'2ft

31 File
35 Boston Garden,
1 - - Ness
e .g.
5 Kind o f cracker
• --Valley,
• Golf-shoe piece
Cahf.
H Biblical trader
38 Another Greek
letter
15 Lulu
39 Lags
1e Handel's
birthplace
42 Charged
particle
11 Sir Guinness
43Public
storehouse
1a River in Za1re
4' One w ay to get
19 Old w omanish
off base
20 Emulat e a nene
4SActress
21 A cts wi ld ly or
Barrymore
angrily
47Mount - -,
23 Datum
Nev. peak
25 Frances of films 48 - - thecat
(dared)
nDwell
• Enzyme
29 Letter from
Greece
51 Unit of loudness

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ __

Payment:
0 Check

If

f -

-

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ __ _

OCash

-·

·---- _.,,,
J MO /l«HrJ

Under Classification of: _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

no. words/days

'

-

ITIM9CM1
,_, ..... ,_,,

ACROSS

~

.

PlflCES ~ SfAY-NOT PH l#Cl4TI

Part-Time reader assistant needed immediately for blind person.
Typing skills and ability lo read
aloud a must. Call 345·4715 or
581-6656

Name: _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

D

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE APARTMENT FOR
DURATION
OF
SPRING
SEMESTER. MALE OR FEMALE.
PLEASE CALL 345·1171 IF
INTERESTED.

~--------V10

Classified Ad Form
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

ROOMMAT£S

Spend the summer In the beautif u I Catskill Mountains of New
York. Achieve a challenging and
rewarding summer experience
working in a residential camp for
adults with physical and developmental disablli tles. Posi tions
a vailable: Coun sel ors , Cabi n
leaders, Program leaders. All students are encourage to apply.
Season dates June 1 · August
19. Good salary, room and board,
and some travel allowance.
Representative will be on campus
on February 1 at Uni versity
Center. Stop by for more 1nforma·
lion or write Camp Jened, P.O.
Box 483, Rock Hill, NY 12775.
(914) 434·2220.

Eastern News

Address: _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR
GIRLS-NW
WISCONSIN.
Counselors and Instructors for
waterfront and land activities!
Wilderness trip leaders, secre·
taries, nurses, food service personnel also needed. Mid-June
through Mid-August. Excellent
salaries, free room and board,
transportation allowance. Oncampus interviews. Contact Mary
Scanlan at {414) 962-2548; 5146
N . Woodburn, Milwaukee, WI
53217
_ _ _ _ _ca1/27,29, 213,5, 10

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

PHI BETA SIGMA will have an Informational meeting W
p.m. in the Black House. All interested men should attend.
SHEA Will HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in
News in Buzzard. Everyone is welcome.
TAYLOR HALL BLACK History Month Committee is casting
"Leaming' the Hard Wa'f Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in 1i
room. All nabonalrties needed, so come out and act.
ALL PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS interested in taking a
preparation for the •real thing" should give the $5.00
J. James or Dr. R. Funk by Monday, Feb. 1
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting
5:30 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon room In the Union. Bring
changes!
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study
p.m. in Lantz
EIU BOTANY CLUB will have a meeting Wednesday at 7
room 203. Speaker IS Dr. R. Crang speaking on "Mio'cro!ad
AJr Pollution on Vegetation.·
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have pledge Initiation Wednesday
the Charleston/Mattoon room. If you cannot come t
Thursday, Jan. 28 at 8 p.m. to Shelbyville room. Any q
581-8081 .
EIU CYCLING CLUB will have a meeting in the Union at 7
please come with app. filled out. Mt Bikes welcome as
please call Sean 3596.
BSU HOSTS CULTURAL Diversity Week Wednesday at 8
University Ballroom with Native American speaker Jack
SOCIO LOGY FAC ULTY WI LL have a "Brown-Bag•
Wednesday at 5 p.m. 1n room 300 Blair Hall. Discussion will
SOC10LOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wednesday al
Blair Hall 300. Please bring $2 dues.
PUBLIC ADM INISTRATION ASSOCIATION will have their
of the semester Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Political
Assistant office. Discussion of upcoming events, plan a trip
rafreshments wil be served. All new members are encou
PHI GAMMA NU wiU have an executive meeting Wednesday

Coleman.
J EWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will have meetings every
p.m in the Taylor Hall lobby. For more information call 581·
ALPHA PHI OMEGA mailboxes are now up and marked.
and pick up your mail and read the minutes of Monday ni
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass W
p.m. in the Newman Chanel. For rides call before 4:30 DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a bow1ing party/rush function
p.m. in the Union bow1ing alley.
MINORITY TODAY WILL have a meeting Thursday, Jan. 28
1n the newsroom All editors and position holders must attend.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Bible study
at 7 p.m. located south of Lawson Hall. Everyone is wetcomt.
6990 for rides or info.
AHS WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
Hall.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES accepted beginning
Water Basketball al 2 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the SAC
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadfine for volleyball is
at 10 p.m. Entries accepted at the Intramural desk Ill the SAC
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY begins Wednesday for
Enter "on the spot" from 4·5:30 p.m. in the University U
lanes.

12 Power-op erated
dollies
57 Salt's "down"
91 Emulate Cuomo
a Observes
uPutaway
M Funt's d1rect1ve
a Gardn er of
whodunits
MTied
•1 Starchy tubers
u Placebos
• Fender bender

DOWN
1 Jacob's
substituted
brid e
2Kon-Tiki
Museum site
3 Neighbor of
St.-L O
4 Twain character "''7,,..-1~-+--1-+-5 M ich ener's
" The -- ··
• - - a time
M Violent ; furious 41 Freed
(sing ly)
21 800-boo
• Interlace
7 Sandw ich shop
28Net
48Foremen
a war god
29 Full of energy
so
Infuse
•Man ona
30Fill up
51 Metal f o r tubing
$1 0,000blll
32 Of a region
10 Sp ear c arrier
u Red figure
33 Figaro's
11 Phillies' former
53 Marie Wilson
sp eci alty
role
MBurned
m idnight 011
31 Denoting tw o
13 Bobby·soxer
37 Actress Hayes
22 M rs. Bunker
40 Manipulate a
24 Saw
rudder

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6 :00 IOSldeEdllOll
6 :3 0 Murplrf Brown
7 :00 UnsolVed
7:30 Mysteries
8:00 ~nlllid
8 :30 Mad About You
9 :00 law& Ordet
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Torig!ll

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC.9

WEIU·29, 51

News

News

Quantum Leap

Unsolved
Mystenes

N"oghl Court

Married ••

Deslgnng Women
Jelletsons

MacNed. Lehrer

Entmt. T011911

College 8aslo:etball
Seton Hall al

Gteal FqTting
Mac:llines oe wwa

CU>Conned

College Baskalbalt:
W1$COOS111 al

Wonder Years
Doogie Howse!

Geo:ge!own

Murdel, She
Wrote

Movie· Platoon
leader

NoY8

LA. Law

8eYer1y till,
90210

Making of a

Lillle House

JO nois

Home Improvement

Florida State al

Movie:

Melrose Place

Continem
Wings

Bonanza

Coach

North Carolina

Love Kills

Kungfu· The

9Gyoc'ld 2000

Newllart
News

Gomg to Extremes

Mov e Once
Again

News
Spor1sCenter

Who Shall Be
Healed?

Being Served?
llinois~

Cheels

Legend Continues

Thirtysomelting

Cheers

Makingol a

Studs

Col1tinenl

Reading Rainbow

News
VIOlencelWomen

ASSIFIED ADVERTISING
~-Fo_1_R£_Nr___~I
Apls. for 93-94 2 bedrooms. 2 people
needed.
Year
lease.
__
__
__
_ 345-2416.
_ _ 1127

RUSH PIKE! RUSH PIKE! RUSH
PIKE! RUSH PIKEI RUSH PIKB

Now leasing (93-94), 10 mo.

Bring Jamaican Tan Business Card
AD to JAMAICAN TAN, 410 7th SL
and get 1 O tans for $29 by
Saturday, January 31st and regsster
to wm a SHOW ME YOURS T·shirt
348-0018

lease,

.,.------..,-,.--1/29
One bedroom apts. fall '93. Large,
clean, quiet area. Call 345-7387. 5-

8_
pm
only.
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1128
Reserve your summer or fall housing now! Two houses across from
Old Main on Lincoln. One house for
5 and one house for 4. Call 3455739 alter February 1. Ask for
Martha.
_ _ _ _ca1/26,27.2/'l,3.9, 1
Live alone, new studio apartment,
all
_utilities
_ _provided
_ _ _345-2416.
_ _ _1129

o

Three bedroom apartment, three
people
needed.
___
_ _345-2416.
_ _ _ _ 1129
108 4th Street 3 room apartment
Furnished
345-3834.
____
_ _ _ _ _1127

211

..----now-...,.leascompletely
fans. Very nice
ting. Close to
th lease. Water,
TV included In
tor 2 or $160 each

Spacious 3 bedroom apartment in
excellent condition available
8115193. Quiet residential building
at 300 Hamson. $165/rnonth per
person. 12 month lease. Call David
McGrady
348-8258.
_ _ _at_
_ _ _ _ _1128
Apartments and 4 br house avail·
able. Summer and Fall. Call 3457106 after 5.

--~----1129

""""""--,---~·517

month, utllltles:
LY Intersession,
& Spring Sessions·

(708) 789-Sm.

1129

--lall..,...:-two-bed-.,
-room
nts. McArthur
913-917 Four1h

517

7 -:-N':'"o-rt-:-h of
~".'""1".'""b71o-ck

10 mos lease. 6 bedtlr 8 girts. Great furniWasher & dryer
Jan or Charlotte.
345-2113

517

- .-1-b
""'l-oc....,.k-N""'o-rt"""h of
411 St. 3 bedroom Apt
s Rent paid by
$135 per person. 10
cunty locked build·
or Charlotte. Eads
13

---...,.----517

Aldo Roma Apts.
rtments for 1 or 2
s included. 11 1/2
$325 for 1 person or
tor 2 persons. Call Jan
345-2113. Eads Realty

517

,....,--art_m_e_n-ts_f,..o-r.,.9~3··94
One to seven bed·
block or less from
II 345·4463 for an

-----,,...,.,.-'71129

, two, & three bdnn.
. student or mamed
lor Jim at 345-1556 or

~----=-~-~1127

------------=-1129

Dominos Pizza introduces FABU·
LOUS FREEBIES· Free quart OR
twisty stixs with 14" pizza at regular
price. 348-1626

_ _ _ _ _ 1129

Excellence
Is
Standard ... Success
Tradition ...RUSH PIKE!!

Is

our
Our

~-------~1127
Dominos Pizza Kiner Deal. Medium
pizza, anyway you want it for
$6.99. 348-1626

~--------1129

LETS "GRUNGE" TOGETHER II
Shop Just Spence's Resale for the
cool look in clothes! 1148 6th
Charleston. Open Tuesday·
Saturday, 1 ·5 p.m. Phone 345·
1469. WE BUY GOOD CURRENT
CLOTHING, ESPECIALLY OVER·
SIZED!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128

KEW SCALES: Thanx for being
the best mom during Pledging.
Cant' wait till Sat. Luv In Alpha
Gam,Allda
temlty ls all about Rush Sig Ep!
7:00 Sig Ep House. For rides and
info. call Jason at 581·2715.
AST HOUSE GIRLS: What a great
weekend with you girts, I haven't
had so many laughs In awhile Your
all my favorite! Love, Randy
1127
B_A_l_D_G_E_T_ _W_E_S_T_E__A_CAMP:

mo.lease
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

Congratulations on I-week! You
WILL make a great active. Alpha
Gaml.IJV,
Liz
__________
1127

Large 3 bdnn, 2 bath apt. fOI' 93-94,
great locabOn for group of ~- Rent
Includes all utilities and varies
according to group, 10 mo. lease.
345-4185

Are you having Rush, a Function,
or even a Party? Cal! Domrnos
Pizza for a Large, one topping for
$5.00 (w/a purchase ol 4 OI' more).
348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1'29

1129

Getting ready for Law School?
Check out Pre-Law Society
TODAY-CH 232, 3 p.m.

FOR 5All
TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable. speak·
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

517
Man's sliver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova Accutron
watch $225. Woman's full length
fur
Trade
for?
_coat-$100.
____
__
_345-4426
_ _517
Furniture. tools, exercise equip·
ment, books, dishes, something for
everyone. Buy or sell at Mark's
Consignment Center. 516 6th,
Charleston. 345-1591
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129
Medium Pizza, anyway you want it,
$6.99. 348-1626.

-----~-:---...,..,-1/29
3 bomber leather jackets 1-M, 2-L
sso
cash
can
__
_for
_each.
__
_345-1194.
_ _1/29

--------,,~1127

Grandma Lockie and Grandma
Hamman, it's ok to be old! Little
Jeffy

--------~1127
RUSH ASA! RUSH ASA! RUSH
ASA! RUSH ASA! RUSH ASA
NEXT WEEK! RUSH ASAI
.,.----,------1127
Congratulations to our newest initi·
ates! We love yout Love, your
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1127
Lynette Leck: Congratulatrons on
your engagement to Tlm Hanns,
Your ASA sisters are so happy for
you!

I

$200 REWARD! 12 year old minia·
ture silver schnauzer dog named
Heidi lost on Thursday p.m. -

r---:::::m::-.. R\Gl{I \-\ERE .

Seneca Drive • can Howard EAds
345-4364 or 345-2113.
---------~211

--------~1127

Found: a notebook belonging to
Scott Day. Please pick it up at
Stevenson front desk.

_,,.----.,....--517
Ten bedroom house split

1127

ortwog~of

Low utilities. two wash, available summer/
234·4831. Six blocks

1129

~--ov_e_n_r_e_n...,.ta~l.,.$'7".25 for
•mes1er plus $10 deposit.
Street 348-n46

517

-,,..-AP,..A.....,R--T-M...,.E-NT""'S.,,.......,..lo-r 2·3
2 or 3 bedrooms for fall.
lease. Call CAMPUS
345-3100 between 3-9

________1129

Knssl Woods: Congratulations on
your election to exec. You'll do a
great job as Tr!Wle UTP, Your Phi

Stg sisters
----~----1127

An1el Moody, Congratulations on
being elected Asst. New member
Educator. Love in Phi Sig. your sis-

----~----1127

~--------1127

KEARY VOIGHT: Hey kiddo! I miss
ya-let's get crazy on Saturday.
love, Corie
1127
GINA REEDY: Congratulations on
entering l·weekl You'll make a
_______________
great
AGO active. Love Corle 1127
RUSH DELTA CHI fY'/e only need
to say it ONCE) Tonight: Open
house
(come
es _
you_
are)
_ _at
_6:00
__
__
1127
Make yourself proud. RUSH
SIGMA NU. Nl.llOOer One fraternity
in GPA·FaB Semester. Tonight at 6
Own
Sub_ _1127
p.m.
Build
__
_ Your
__
__
The MEN OF DELTA CHI would
like to thank the LADIES OF
ALPHA PHI for their help during

rush.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1127
RUSH SIGMA NU and see the dif.
ference. Tonight at 6 p.m. Build
Your Own Sub
--.....,....-,.--,----=.,-,-1127
Mary Kay Products. Right on
Campus. A full line of products in
stock. Call Angela at 581-3893.
Free facials!

,,--..,......,.,---.,-----:-----,..,.....,..1/29

Wendy Myers: Thanks for the most
memorable l·Week. You did an out·
stancing job! ASA love, EHen
_ _ 1127
CPD: Happy 21st IMhday! TPL

It's not too late! Rush Delta Sigma
Pi, professional business fraternity.
Wednesday, Jan. 27, 7:00, Union
Bowling Alley.

--------~1127

Delta Sigma Phil Rush! Dating
Game. 6:00 Greek Court For rides
and Info. 581-6517
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1127

~--------1127

SIG KAP house girls, Betty &
Evelyn. I can't wait to see you
Friday. SIG KAP love, Deana
-,-----1127
GREEK PADDLES ONLY $5111 UT·
TLE PADDLES ONLY $21! CALL
58H3752.

Important Meeting Pre-Law Club
TODAY 3 p.m., CH 232, Get
involved!
SIG KAP MOMS and PLEDGES:
Be at 1he House TONIGHT at 6:30
in pin attire.
------ 1/27
Beginning February 1st Jamaican
Tan will open from 1O am • 9 pm,
M·F. New beds, new bulbs, 348·
0018, 410 7th SL

------~1'29

ALISON
CAOMWE~:
Congratulations on going Act1vel
Love, your roomies

~--------1127

HOLLY WIGHTBRACHT: Good
luck during I-week! Your mom is
proud of your Sig Kap love, Tricia

--------~~--~1127

------~--1/27

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

CORIE O'BRIEN congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Ron
Homsey of Delta Chi. You guys are
the
bestl Love Keny
__________
1127
KEELEY MILLER and KRISTY
HOOULJN, we hope you're on your
leet and dancing soon! Love the
Pink
Panthers.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1127

PIPER GILL: Good luck during I·
Week! Your almost Active! Stg Kap
love.Tricia

TRACEY Z. Happy Birthday little
sisl ASA love, Rebecca

--------~1127

Delta Zetas congratulations on activation!
Love,
___
_Jr.
_Panhel
_ _ _ _1127

Crissy Simkus. We're vety proud of
our little girt! You're doing a great
jobl Love, Stacey &Country

-------~-1127
JOALICE OARD & DAWN HUD·
DLESTON: You guys are awe·
some! Good luck with the rest of I·
weekl I love my family. Sig Kap
love, Jenny
1127
SIG KAP BABY SNAKES: You
guys are hall way through! Soon
all of your hard work Is going to
pay off! Sig Kap love, Krissy &
Jenny

--------~1127

Missy Quinn of Alpha Phi·
Congratulations on your lavaliere
from Eric Bohner of Delta Sigma
Phi at Western! Love your sisters!
----=-,-----,,----.,..,--1127
D Chis: Thanl< you for asking us to
join you Monday night dunng AushGood Luck the rest of the weekl
Love the A Phis

~-------~1127

Stacy Papp: I'm so proud of youl
You were my #1 assiStant and now
you're a wondefful rush chair! Keep
smiling! Love in ASA. Laura

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1127

Krista Bedinger: Congrats on going
into I-week. I knew you could do it
Your
Dell
Dad.
Eric
__
_
__
_ _ _ _1127
KRISTA BEDINGEA: You're such a
Hick. Congrats on I-week. Love
Damon

- - - - - . , , -,.----,--1127

Congratulations Beth on going into
I-week. Love, your Dell Dad, Jeny

.

1127

Julie Robbins, Keep up the good
work during I-Week. Your mom is
very proud of you. Love Kristy
- - - - - - -_,.,.-1127
Happy Birthday to Kelly Norton the
bowlerama queen of EIU. Love

Betsy

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _1127

Tami Lancman, Congrats on I·
Weeki lkes? Cards? Sat?!! Love
Angel
your
Guardian
__
___
_ _ _ _1127
TINA PATION: Congratulations on
your engagement to SCOTT
CARLSON. Happy Trails. Love
your
Street
_ _ _ _on
_12th
__
_ _1127

roomes

~--------1127
Arny Patton: You're an AWESOME
daughtert Keep up the good world
Tau love, Morn
--------~1127
AST Pledges· rm so proud of you!

LORA ISAACSON·THE MOM:
Thanks for a GREAT I-WEEKI
You're a BEAUTIFUL person and
friend. ASA love, Stephanie

Keep up the excellent work! Tau
love, Amy

The Daily Eastern News

-~------~1127

now accepts

Tracy Klutcharch and Steve
Marsho: Thanks for a great l·Week.
You guys are the best parents!
Love your ASA daughter, Ellen
..,..,---,.,.-,----..,...-.1127
Alpha Sigma Alpha Actives:
Thanks for all your support during I·
Weeki ASA love, Ellen

TRACY & DENISE: Thanks for my
first TREAT as a new ACTIVE! Golf
Clap to you guys! ASA love,
Stephanie

VISA and
MasterCard

~------~~1127

-----~-----1127
MMI. II you look you will find it! Just
Thtnk!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1127

----,.,.-....,--,,---1127
Heather Higgins: Congrats on I·
Week! You did itll Love your GA

for all your
Classified Advertising
needs. For more
information call

Join the Men of Lambda Chi Alpha
for "Ole West Night." 6:00 at the
House

581-2812

--------~1127

by Bill Watterson

\.\Mli\... ! Ni ™t.M OOWt\_,
l WE.NT ~GU~~~ ....
C~l\J\N. TO
1\\~ Wt\\..\( ...

1 TC)..\)

S\-\0\Jt.\...

•

AEWAAD!ll Lost an Emerald ring
at Mother's Friday the 15th.
Please help ii you know anything
about 11111

1129

Pt Kappa Alpha-Commitment To
Excellence,
Integrity,
and
Brotherhood
_ _ _ _RUSH
_ _ PIKE!!
_ _ _ 1127

Calvin and Hobbes
~"t.llE Ali£ M~ GU..'S':,1;.S ?
~I 1'-\E.'( 'f.lcR.E

Losr &. FOUND

=-------,----1127

ANGIE WEBER: Congrats on
entering I-week, I'm so proud of
you! Your going to make a terrific
activel Love in Alpha Gam, Mindy

--..,..-.,...-----,.......,.--1128

an

~~~~------~1/27

MELISSA RICHARDSON: Your
halfway there!! Keep smiling and
have a GREAT week! Love,
Angela

~-----------1127

--------~·2115
Studio Apt, great location, 93-94.
Small bu1 very nice. $300 mo., 10
mo. lease, includes all utilities. 3454185

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

Brian Van Vooren, Congratulations on being elected Lambda
Chi President and Tri-Sig Mani
You will do a great job with both!
Knsbn

ters

~----~ ___ 1127
Come see what the nations #1 Ira·

1 bdr. apt. for 1 or 2 people, roomy,
nice, rent includes utilities, great
location for 93·94. 345-4185. 10

Kim Fox: Congratulations on your
engagement to Dwayne Hillbert.
Your ASA sislel'S are so happy for
you!
~~~---~-__,_1127
Alpha Sigma Alpha Informal Rush!
February 2 and 3. For times and
Info
call
__
_58H3594
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1127

Excellence ... Others Talk About
ll..We Demand 11...AUSH PIKE!!

93.94 3 bedroom houses 1806,
1606, 11th Street; 1022, 1036 2nd
Street, 1210 3rd Street; 5 bedroom
house, 314 Polk; 2 bedroom apart·
ment, 415 Harrison. Call 348-5032

~H-:-0-:-0-L-:-Y:-::E,-A--A-,....,.ALSO
93 1, 2, 3, AND 4 SEO.
APARTMENTS. ALSO
AVAILABLE. CALL B
NTALS AT 345·6621
MESSAGE IF NO
OR CAILL 348-8349)

11
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I ANNOUNCEMENTS l I ANNOUNCEMENTS I I ANNouNaMENTs I I ANNOUNCf.MtNlS I

1133 6th 112 blk from Old Main. 5
Bdr. house, group of 6, $170.00 pp.
mo. call 345-5518 after 5.

1129

WEDNES

~----------1127

LOST: orange female cat with
stitches In stomach. Lost near
Brittney Ridge. Call 345·6000 or
346-2674

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I ANNOUNC£M£NTS i
JANUARY SPECIAL: 3 LATEX
BALLOONS ATTACHED TO
SNOWMAN TIN FILLED WITH
JOLLY RANCHERS DELIVERED
$7.99. UP. UP AND AWAY, 1503
7TH STREET, 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ca1/19,21,25,27
Daytona,
Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget Call Todd at 3485538. Leave message If no
answer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2128

l

...~-~----------------------------------~~ -~~~~~~----~-----~ l---------~~-'
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Iowa coach
Davis says
team needs
to regroup
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) - As
the Iowa basketball team tries to
get over the hurt of a tragic week,
coach Tom Davis is looking to his
seniors to show the way.
The 11th-ranked Hawkeyes are
getting ready to play for the first
time since the death of starting forward Chris Street. The 6-foot-8
junior, the team's top rebounder
and inspirational leader, died in a
traffic accident last Tuesday.
Iowa resumes its Big Ten schedule Thursday night at Michigan
State. In a tribute to Street, the
players will wear a black patch
with his initials and his jersey
number, 40, on the left shoulder
strap of their unifonns.
"It will be a time we'll never
forget." Davis said Tuesday at his
first news conference since Street's
death.
''We're going through something we've never been through,"
he told a room packed with
reporters from around the nation.
''It gives you pause. You think
about the bigger picture, for sure.
We 're just going day to day. literally."
Iowa (12-3 overall, 1-2 Big Ten)
has rescheduled the two Big Ten
games that were called off following Street's death. The Hawkeyes
play at Penn State on Feb. 22 and
meet Northwestern in Iowa City
on March8.
Street, who was averaging 9.5
rebounds and 14.5 points. was
buried last Friday. Davis and
st'.lniors Wade Lookingbill. Acie
Earl and Val Barnes agreed It was
time to look forward.
"Tbe first thrust will be to look
at the four seniors and Jet them
shoulder whatever responsibilities." Davis said. "This is their

The Dally Eastern

ROtrrra-u
AXA Ole lest Ii
6:00 Greek Ct
For Rides Call:
6871
Don't Pledge Us-Join
9)

Good-bye missed messages
He~lo every call.

team."

Davis said Lookingbill or senior
Jay Webb, who couldn't attend the
news conference because of a
class, will start in Streer's place.

Women
• From page 16
Bfown is coming off a 25point, 12-rebound performance
against UIC. She had 2 1 points
in the second half.
The Lady Panthers may have
to contend with Murray State's
home-court advantage. Breazeale said that the Lady Racers
average about 1,000 fans per
game.
This will also be Eastern's
second straight game in which it
faces a former Charleston High
School product.
UIC featured freshman Jennifer Osborn, a 6-foot-4 center
who starred for the Lady Trojans. Murray State will showcase
Kristie Haberer. She is 6-foot
power forward who is averaging
seven points and five rebounds
per game.

When you're out and someone's calling in ...

llRARRING RING _ ,
11in9·
RING
you need The Answer, voice
messaging from Consolidated
Communications. Whether it's
your family, friends, classmates or
professors on the line, it's The Answer
to every call. No tapes, no machines.
No blips, no bother. Your caller gets
your personal message recorded in
your own voice. It's clear, crisp and
convenient. And it's available
right now to EIU on-campus residents.
All you need is a touch-tone phone.

BBBZZZ aZzZz Bzzzzzz
bZzzz

CLEAR COMMUNICATION
Learn simple, specific skills
for communicating more
openly, effective ly, and
kindly, standing up fo r
your rights while respecting
the rights of another.
Dr. Gerard Saucier,
The Counseling Center

Wednesday, January 27,
7:00 PM
Effingham Room in the Union

Sponsoi"ed by the EIU Counseling Center

Z

If you 're on the line when that important

someone calls, they 'll never get a busy
signal. The Answer answers every calJ and
takes a message even when you' re on the
phone. Then, using a private

password, you can retrieve your messages, from
any phone, any~here.
Cf;

R1NQ rinnngg! e1c
Hello?poP! bzzzzz
Even if you remember to tum on
your answering machine, you
can never be sure your caller's
message will be recorded. With The
Answer, you'll get all of your
messages, every time. So, if you 're
an EIU on-campus resident. you
can toss out those tapes and
mothball those machines. And get
The Answer. today.
To order The Answer or for more infonnation, call:

1-800-879-2135

.
Consolidated
fl
V' Communications
121 South 17th Street Mattoon. IL 61938

t3
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summary

Division

W L
25 14
24 17

Pct.
.641

GB

.585

21

.525
.514
.421
.316

~ 112

18
16

19
17
22

12
12

26
27

.308

Division
13
.683
24 16
.600
19 21
.475

5
8112

12 1/2
13

28

4 1 12

18

19

: 112
.486

19
17
15

21
22
23

.475
.436
.395

8112

~~

112

Division

L

Pct.

GB

13
13
17
25

.658
.649
.564
.342
.200
.081

1/2
31/2
12

28
34
Division

16 112

21 1/2

28

8

.n8 -

27
27
20
20
19
15

11
11
19
19
20
23

.711
711
.513
.513
.487
.395

2
2
9 1/2
9 1/2
10 1/2
14

y's results
98, Philadelphia 90
106, LA Lakers 91
104, Miami 102 OT
120, Atlanta 106
123, Dallas 88
Cleveland (late)
and Milwaukee (late)
Golden State (late)

and Stacey King each scored 19
points to lead eight Bulls in double figures as Chicago crushed the
Dallas Mavericks 123-88 on Tuesday night
The Bulls led by as many as 35
points in the first half, then outscored Dallas 32- 17 in the third
quarter to go up by as much as 44.
The final score marked the Bulls'
largest victory margin of the season.
The Mavericks, who have the
NBA's worst record at 3-34, drew
their first sellout crowd of the season.
Michael Jordan scored only 15
points, more than 17 below bis

the entire fourth quarter.
Will Perdue added 14 points,
BJ. Armstrong 13. Horace Grant
and Trent Tucker 11 each and
Corey Williams 10.
The Mavericks only lead of the
game came when Sean Rooks
scored the first basket. The Bulls
led 6-5 three minutes in, then
went on an 11-0 run for a 17-5
lead.
The Bulls biggest lead of the
first half was 35 points, an advantage quickly surpassed in the third
quarter when Jordan re-entered
the game.
Tracy Moore led the Mavericks
with 13 points.

_t
L

sumrilary

WALES
CONFERENCE
Patrick Division

W L T

Pittsburgh
Washington
New Jersey
NY Rangers
NY Islanders
Philadelphia
Adams
Montreal
Quebec
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

33

13
20
21
19
22

25

24
22
22
18 22
Division
30 17
27 16
27 19
23 19
13 32
4
44

4

Pts
70

4

54

3
7
5

7

51
51
49
43

5
6
3
6
4
3

65
60
57
52
30
11

CAMPBELL
CONFERENCE

Norris Division

W L

T

Pts

17 6
66
20 4
58
17 8
56
19 7
53
46
20 23 6
16 32 3
35
Smythe Division
Vancouver
29 14 6
64
25 18 6
56
Calgary
Winnipeg
24 20 5
53
23 20 5
51
Los Angeles
41
Edmonton
17 27 7
San Jose
41 2
14
6
Tuesd ay's results
Pittsburgh 6, Washington 3
NY Islanders 8, New Jersey 2
St. Louis and Ottawa (late)
Quebec and Boston (late)
Minnesota and Toronto (late)
Buffalo and Philadelphia ~ate)
Calgary and Detroit (late)
Los Angeles and San Jose (late)

Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Toronto
St. Louis
Tampa Bay

30
27
24
23

Wednesday's games
Hartford at Montreal 6:40 p.m.
Washington at Buffalo 6:40 p.m .
Winnipeg at NY Rangers 6:40 p.m.
Detroit at Edmonton 8:40 p.m.
Chicago at Vancouver 9:40 p.m.

Knicks outlast 76ers Penguins beat Caps

Patrick Ewing had 26 points and
21 rebounds and Charles Oakley
scored 8 of his 12 points during a
decisive third-quarter spun that lifted New York to a 98-90 victory
over Philadelphia on Tuesday night.
The Knicks, winning their fourth
straight game after seeing their
Atlantic Division lead shrink to a
half-game, led just 48-47 early in
the second half before Oakley led
the 19-6 spurt that gave the Knicks
a 67-53 lead.

Magic 120, Hawks 116

Kevin Stevens got his third hat
trick of the season, and the
Pittsburgh Penguins scored three
goals in a span of 29 seconds
Tuesday night in a 6-3 victory
over the Washington Capitals.
Larry Murphy, who also had
two assists, started the Pittsburgh
run with Washington leading 2-0
on a pair of first-period goals by
Dale Hunter. Murphy beat goaltender Don Beaupre at 17:42.
Stevens assisted on Murphy's
goal and then scored his 37th and
38th for a 3-2 Pinsburgh lead at
18:11. Murphy, who assisted on
the second of those goals, became
the eighth NHL defenseman ever
to reach 800 points.
The Penguins won for the
fourth time in five games, improving their home record to 19-3-3
and opening a 16-point lead over
the second-place Capitals in the

Shaquille O'Neal had 26 points and 12 rebounds and Tom
Tolbert added 24 points and 16
boards to lead Orlando to a 120106 victory over Atlanta Tuesday
night.
The five Magic starters each
had at least 20 points, combining
for all but 8 of Orlando's points.

Nets 106, Lakers 91

Bullets 104, Heat 102 OT

Chuck Daly put another exclamation point on an NBA coaching
career that includes two championships when be won his 500th
game as New Jersey beat the Los
Angeles Lakers l 06-91 Tuesday
night.
No. 500 was no sweat after the
Nets went on a 16-6 third-quarter
spurt, taking a 66-55 lead on a 22foot jumper by Derrick Coleman
with 2:38 left in the quarter.

Michael Adams hit the gamewinning layup with l .9 seconds
left in overtime as the Washington
Bullets overcame a 17-point deficit to beat the Miami Heat 104102 Tuesday night
The victory ended the Bullets'
five-game losing streak and ruined Miami's bid to win a third straight for the first time this season.

Patrick Division. Pittsburgh is 144-1 against divisional opponents.

Islanders 8, Devils 2
Benoit Hogue had two goals
and two assists as the New York
Islanders extended their unbeaten
streak to a season-best five games
with a 8-2 victory Tuesday night
over the New Jersey Devils.
The offensive explosion made
it easy for Islanders goaltender
Mark Fitzpatrick - making his
seventh straight start. Fitzpatrick
made 22 saves, but faced only six
shots after the first period as the
Islanders continued their doirnination of the Devils at Nassau
Coliseum.
New York (4-0-1) in its last
five games, is 42-5-8 at home
against New Jersey since the
Devils' franchise entered the

NHL.
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GE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

EC SPORTS SHORTS
: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY OEAOUNES
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FREE THROW
MEN'S 11:.'M CHAMPION: PIKE "A'
Aoclet: a.I Klngobuly. a.no Mall. Nolhan Rob111s. Bry911 Bames, Troy SW-.
MEN'S DOUBLES CHAMPiONS: TONY WIELT & RANDY HORTON
WOMEN'S DOUBLES CHAMPIONS; JNl.FN Russat. & OAWH BARNETT
MIXED DOUBLES QIAMl>1()NS CA'THY P1HTAR & SHANE t<NOBlElT
SONYA CARTER & RANOY HORTON
MENS SlHGLES CHAMPION: TROY SWANSON

WOMEN"S SINGLES CHAMPION ELIZA lWEITMEYER

........ Q81111 .. -choy will bo glYen 11*11\ed -
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Mlxel DOOlllES CHAMPION JODY GOERING & CORKY EMBERSON
MEN'S SINGlES CHAMPION JEFF BARON

PART-'IUIE STUDENT FEES
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New York names new coach
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J
(AP) - Dan Reeves eagerly acce
pted the job of rebuilding the
two-time Super Bowl champion
Ney.. York Giants on Tuesday.
saying he had no qualms about
being the team ·s third choice.
"J was my mother's third choice," Reeves said during a news
conference. "I don• t feel I was
any less loved than the rest of
them. lt doesn't make a difference with me. The main thing is
that I'm their last choice."
Reeves. who Jed the Denver
Broncos to three Super Bow l
appearances. and Giants general
manager George Young refused
to disclose contract terms. But a
source told The Associated Press
the deal was five years in length
and worth an estimated $4 million.
Reeves. 49. replaces Ray Handley. who was fired in late December after the Giants missed

the playoffs for the second
straight year.
Reeves's hiring fills the last
coaching vacancy in the NFL
and also ends a month-long
search by the Giants. who were
turned down by their top two
choices.
Boston College coach Tom
Coughlin opted to stay in the collegiate ranks and Dallas defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt
took the Chicago Bears job last
week.
Young then turned his attention lo Reeves, who actively
campaigned for the job of taking
over a team that won Super
Bowls after the 1986 and 1990
seasons.
Reeves. fired by the Broncos
1n late December. had called
Young earlier th is month to dispel rumors that he wanted control over player moves if named
coach. Reeves didn't hear from

Young until I 0 days ago. when
he was coming to grips with the
possibility of sitting out the season.
"I definitely could have stayed
out of it awhile and looked for
another opportunily down the
road, .. Reeves said. "But to me,
this was an opportunity too good
to pass up, a chance to win the
whole thing. That's the only
thing to do in this business.''
Recves's three trips to the
Super Bowl were fruitless and he
blamed himself for that.
"I don "t feel we ever played up
to our capabilities." he said.
"As a coach that's disappointing." Reeves said the Giants
need to improve at some positions but there is a chance they
could be qack in the playoffs
next year.
"This league gives you the
opportunity to tum things around
quickly." he said.

SIGMAC
Pizza with the Sig
TONIGHT: 6-9 p .m . Greek

(casual dress)
Rides & information 581-6

You'll Find It He
AlTERN All

Super QBs adjust to media hype
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Troy Aikman 's biggest
concern this week seems to be people who want to
know what it's like to be back at UCLA. where he
played in coUege.
Jim Kelly's got a greater concern - the possibility
of being stigmatized as the losing quarterback in
three straight Super Bowls.
Aikman seems to be taking his first Super Bowl
and the attendant silly questions in the same relaxed
way that Kelly is treating bis third.
"No problem," each said. "It's very relaxing.
We're just glad to be here." It was Media Day at the
Super Bowl on Tuesday, the fun-filled crush of bodies from around the world that used to be known as
"Picture Day." It's the day on which p layers are
sometimes asked questions like " If you were a tree,
what kind of tree would you be?" ll was a bit
strange and a bit out of place - at Dodger Stadium,
which, as far as anyone knows. has never been the
scene Of an organized football game.

It included: - A remarkably amiable Thurman
Thomas of Buffalo.
Last year, Thomas was fined $5,000 for missing
one media session. called himself "the Michael
Jordan of the Bills." and snarled about his lack of
recognition - "I'll have to settle for being the league
MVP," he said at the time.
This year, he had the media mob laughing as he
talked about losing his helmet for the first two plays
in the Joss to Washington last year.
"The headlines said 'Bills lose Super Bowl,
Thurman loses helmet, ... Thomas said, breaking into
a broad smile.
Kelly and Aikman were the under the heaviest
pressure under the theory that the quarterback is like
a baseball pitcher, a winner or loser. As in John
Elway, loser of three Super Bowls, rather than John
Elway, who got Denver to three.
Even Aikman's agent. the ubiquitous Leigh
Steinberg. made himself available to the press.
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DANCE NIGHT

Valentine Special

$ 34 • 95
-

lnctudes hair,
makeover and
sitting fee

~JOKERS
*TONIGHT!

75¢

LONGNECKS
No Cover

•
:
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photographer

on the Pa111hers during Eastern's 65-63 win O\'er Northern lllinois Monday night in Lantz Gym.
sho11·ed up to see the game. The Bud LiRht Daredel'ils perfornu•d during hafltime.

w/ D.J. - "GOOS"

75¢ Old Style
Special Export

$1 Bud, Bud Light,
Lite, MGD
$1 Mixers
No Cover
Must be 19 to Enter

Congratulations
IN #1 in Men's G.P.A. Fall'92

hear are the moronic cheerleader.-;
trying to get any sign of life out of
the crowd.
Other times all I can hear from
my seat in the Lantz pressbox is
some guy sitting in the front row
with a noise maker.
The fact is that most of those in
allendance Monday went with
hopes of getting their ugly mugs on
television. People. I can't call them
fans. even brought banners to the
game to better their odds of getting
on the tube a split-second.
The Panthers' next home game is
on Saturday against Northeastern
Ilhnois. But there will be no Dare-

3-point shots in the
min utes of the game.
have thought that the
playing for the right
NCAA Tournament
that the crowd roared.
no regular Lan11. crowd

devils or SponsChanncl TV cameras in auendance. As a result. not
too many fans will show up either.
Instead of trying to get on TV.
many students will have their big
butts on a barstool.
Samuels is right. Lantl could be
a place that opposing teams fear.
But uniLI he can entice SportsChannel to <.how up at every home
game or enlist the Daredevils to
perform every halftime show. I am
afraid he is out of luck. Because if
there isn't anything in it for them.
Panther fans won't show up.

-Don O'Brien is a staff editor for
The Daily Ea.'item New:..

4.0
John Kaklamanis
3.99 - 3.5
Kevin Carroll
Kevin Dunhan
Kevin Lipke
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3.48 - 3.00
Bill Doss
Don Hausser
Chris Kozlov
Chris Livesay
John Mustic
Dean Romano
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SEAR.CH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

Wants you to have

(Across from the Union on 7th)
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ATE NIGHT!
---------.-----------,
AGE Single
SMALL Single
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Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer
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when placed
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each additional
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• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking
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Semi-thick Crust after 1O p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m . . _
2 a.m. on weekends
~

$3.99

St. James Place
(1905) S. 12th St.)
• 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

.o..c;>~

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
345-3400

• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

Every
Wednesday

$1'99 per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

~~~

''Phi'esta Night''

Tacos With The Ladies of A cI>
6:00 pm Tonight
Delt Shelter
1707 9th St.
For Rides & Info. Call: 348-8222 or 348-0493

Levy hurdles over
past adversities
By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer

After being unable to pursue her
goals last year because of foot
surgery, senior Donna Levy has
bounced back and is more determined than ever to reach her goals
and keep doing what she does
best- hurdle.
Levy believes the atmosphere
she grew up in enabled her to have
such talent in track.
"I was born in Jamaica; that's
what we do down there run," Levy
said. "That's the major sport in
Jamaica. When you see someone
run that makes you want to do it."
As far as she can remember, she
has been running for both fun and
competition for approximately l 7
years. In the beginning, Levy just
ran for fun. The more she did it,
though, the more she realized it
was something she wanted to pursue for competition.
Levy ran approximately 7 years
in competition, and over that period of time she received several
awards. While attending North
Chicago High School she was
named All-State, All-Conference,
All-Area, Most Valuable Runner,
and Captain of the track team.

Newspapers also recognized her
as Standout Athlete and Athlete of
the Week.
One of her great accomplishments was breaking the 55-meter
dash record her sophomore year.
Her senior year, she received a
full-ride scholarship to Eastern.
Although she does enjoy college
track, she has several good memories stemming from her high
school.
"My senior year in high school,
I was chosen to represent Illinois
my senior year in a competition
held at Indiana University," Levy
said. "Although we were the
underdogs, we won the meet."
Along with the good times,
she's also had some bad experiences while running track.
"My 16th birthday I had a track
meet, and 1 was supposed to run
the 300-meter hurdles," Levy said.
"Right on my last hurdle, I just
couldn't get my leg up so I fell. I
was so embarrassed, so I just layed
there and eventually my coach
came and kicked me off the track."
Another disappointing experience was in the state finals her
senior year of high school, and she
was ranked to finish first in the
LOO-meter hurdJes. Unfortunately,

MARIOGAW
Senior hurdler Donna Levy get some treatment for a sore muscle during the Saturday's Lady P
in Lantz Fieldhouse. Levy won three individual races in the meet won by Eastern.
she false slatted and had to forfeit
her shot at first place.
Many people have influenced
Levy over the years, but the most
influential was her high school
coach Ditra Henry.
"She was strict and very hard on

me," Levy said. "For her, there
was no such phrase as 'I can't do
it.' She taught me to never give up
and her inspiration got me to
Eastern."
The event she was recruited for
is hurdJing.

"My love is to bu!'
said. "At first, I hated
because I couldn't do it
a serious detennination
come my fear of hw ·
did. I even have a hur
room."

Eastern wrestlers earn a split at Northern lllin
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

The Eastern wrestling squad experienced unexpected thrills of victory. but
ended up living the agony of defeat on
the road at Northern Illinois Tuesday
night.
The Panthers demolished Chicago
State, in an unscheduled match-up, winn-

ing every weight class but heavyweight to
capture a 48-5 victory over the Cougars.
Winners for Eastern were: Eirik Gustafson at 118, Dave Pena at 126, Brian
Klene at 134, Joe Daubach at 142, Chris
Edwards at 150, Darnell Thomas at 158.
Tom Carroll at 167, Rich Murry at l 77
and Stan Gress at 190.
The scheduled meet against the
Huskies didn't go nearly as well, when

after a strong start, the Panthers dropped
five of the final six matches - the only
win being Gress at 190 pounds, who won
by forfeit - to fall 22-17.
Other winners for Eastern were Pena,
who defeated Louis Ferguson I 0-5,
Klene, who beat Shawn White 10-2, and
Daubach, taking down Eric Muhammed
11 -0.
Panther coach Ralph McCausland was

not available for comment Tue
The split moves the Pantb
record to 4-3 on the season.
The Panthers will be on the r
traveling to Champaign on F
grapple with the Fighting 111i
University of Illinois. Last se
beat Illinois in a dual meet at
The UJjni are under the direction
coach.

Murray St. next for women Eastern crazies.
By RYAN GIUSTI

Not any time so

Associate sports editor

The Eastern women's basketball team will shoot for its second consecutive win Wednesday
against a team very similar to
itself.
The Lady Panthers will travel
to Murray, Ken., to take on the
Lady Racers of Murray State.
Both teams have struggled so far
in the win-loss department
(Eastern is 2-12 while Murray
State is 2-11) and both teams
feature a young lineup. Eastern
starts three freshmen, a sophomore and a senior while Murray
State will use two sophomores, a
junior and two seniors.
"It's going to be a battle of the
youngsters." Murray State coach
Kelly Breazeale said.
The two teams have also
played a similar schedule.
Murray lost to Grambling,
Eastem's first or the season, and
beat Evansville, a team Eastern
lost to by 10. This will be the
third meeting between the two
schools and the first in 14 years.
Murray State owns a 2-0 advantage.
"They (the Lady Racers) like
to push it a little more than we
do," Eastern coach Barbara
Hilke said. 'They are also a little

Murrey . . . . UnMrelty

p.m. Wed~, Racer Arf1.Qa,. Murray. KY:;,m
0
P~lre Uneupa#.~
~
,ffl

Pos pa.nr
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C Shetiet Btc>wo
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F ·~
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So
Fi
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Fr
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bigger inside, but we're quicker
inside."
Murray State is led by junior
guard Jennifer Parker. She is
averaging 19.4 points and 3.4
rebounds per game. Sophomore
guard Rechelle Caldwell is averaging 9.2 points a game.
Wednesday marks the first of
three straight road games for the
Lady Panthers. Six of their next
seven are also on the road.
Eastern is also coming off of a
dramatic come-from-behind win
over Illinois-Chicago las t
Saturday. Despite the emotionfilled victory, Hilke is not
expecting a let down from her
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G Jeoniferf>arbr
G RechelleCaldwdl
C Mechelle Sheltoo
f Kristi Sne:li

F K..-;gr

yr PP1 rpg
Jr 19.4 5.2
So 9.2 3.7
Sr 7.6 6.S

Sr 4.6 SA,~

So 7.3 '4~

players.
"Not at all. The kids are working very hard," Hilke said. "The
style that we won with was more
important than anything. It was a
learning experience and hopefully it stays with us."
Breazeale said she is expecting a tough non-conference battle from the Lady Panthers.
"Our kids are going to have to
compete with their aggressiveness," she said. " I know that
(senior center) Sherie! Brown is
going to create some problems
for our players."

• Continued on page 12

Could Lantz Gym be a miniatwe Cameron Indoor Stadium?
Eastern coach Rick Samuels
said that it could be possible after
Monday's thrilling 65-63 win
over Northern in front of a vocal
crowd of 4,903 fans and a
regional television audience.
"This could be a miniature
Duke-Like atmosphere," Samuels
said after Monday's victory. "We
could have some Duke crazies in
here. some Panther crazies."
Samuels may have been
stretching it a little bit, but why
shouldn't he. Thanks to the
crowd participation the Panthers
actually had some kind of home
court advantage.
"Kenny McReynolds (an
announcer for SportsChannel)
told me that this was the best
atmosphere that they have done a
game in," Samuels said. "We
wanted to get the crowd into it crowds can be intimidating.
"This can be an intimidating
place to play to an opponent and
it gets the adrenaline flowing for
the home team," he said.
Northern coach Brian Hamel
said that the crowd noise affected
the play of his team. He credited

t
h e
Panther
fans in
helping
Eastern
win the
M i d Continent
Conference game.
Do
It heln
ped that O' Brien
the Bud
Light Daredevils were in town to
their regular running. t
and dunking routine. It
ally fun to be at Lantz.
Monday when Louis
threw down a dunk at the
ning of the second half,
looked like he took a page
a book from another guy
dunk fairly well with
name of Jordan, it got the
going. The Lantz crowd
responded the way that
Madison Avenue in Chi
when their Jordan dun
home.
When Eric West

